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Abstract Fracture processes in brittle disordered
materials like many geo-materials (rock, ice, con-
crete, cement, etc.) are a trade off between local
stress concentrations caused by the heterogeneity
of suchmaterials, and local strength. At those loca-
tions where the ratio between stress and strength
exceeds a critical threshold value, cracking may
initiate. Depending on the size of the cracks they
can be arrested by stronger and stiffer elements in
the structure of thematerial, or theywill propagate
and become critical. Critical cracks lead to localisa-
tion of deformations and to softening. In currently
popular cohesive crack models still some contin-
uum ideas remain, namely the notion of stress,
whereas the localisation of deformations is han-
deled correctly by means of displacements. During
softening themacro-crack traverses the specimen’s
cross-section, thereby gradually decreasing the
effective load-carrying area. This growth process
is affected both by structure (specimen) size and
boundary conditions, and a better description of
softening may be achieved by using load and dis-
placement as state variables. In this paper, a new
method of modelling fracture is proposed by us-
ing fracture potentials (F − r relations) at various
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observation scales, from atomistic and molecular
to macroscopic. The virtual material can be inter-
preted as being built up from spherical elements;
the fracture potential describes the interactions be-
tween the spheres. Since the spherical elements
interact at their contacts-points only, a force-sepa-
ration law (F–r) suffices. Size/scale effects are dealt
with directly in the F–r relation; size/scale effects
on strength are merely a special point in the entire
description and do not require a separate law.
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1 Introduction
Concrete and ice, sandstone and other types of
rock all have rather complex material structures.
Most of these materials are built-up from differ-
ent types of minerals, where the geometry of the
grains may be quite regular (for example hexag-
onal structures of basalt, fresh-water ice) or
tremendously irregular (granite, salt-water ice, ce-
ment). A full understanding of fracture phenom-
ena in these materials has not been achieved. On a
global scale cohesive crack models have been em-
braced by engineers to model fracture. However,
since structural effects (i.e., effects deriving from
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the boundaries of the considered specimen/struc-
ture (construction) such as boundary rotation ef-
fects in uniaxial tension, size effects in uniaxial
tension and uniaxial compression, and boundary
friction effects in uniaxial compression, see Van
Mier (1997) for anoverview influence the softening
behaviour, the result from experiments can not be
used directly as material property. In spite of this,
softening relations are commonly used, and only
few consider the material/structural interactions
that take place. One problem is that the critical
localized macro-crack (or shear band in compres-
sion) grows gradually through a specimen’s cross-
section, thereby gradually decreasing the effective
load-carrying area. Stress is thereby not a correct
state variable, and should be replaced by an alter-
native. Several years ago Hillerborg and co-work-
ers (see Hillerborg et al. 1976) proposed to replace
strain in the softening regime by displacement; we
are now more or less facing the problem of having
to drop stress as state variable as well.
In this paper, it is tried to propose a new road
to solve the problem. The solution is sought in
multi-scale interaction potentials that effectively
describe the interaction between two particles in
contact. The particles can be atoms, or larger enti-
ties like grains or even macroscopic balls; essential
is that their interaction is confined to a single point.
At each size-scale the interaction potential may be
caused by various physical mechanisms, like direct
atomic binding, capillarywater forces at the level of
cement, sand or clay particles, etc. Structures can
be interpreted as composed of many particles in
contact, and the interaction laws in terms of force
and displacement form the constitutive equation.
After a review of the material structure of cement
and concrete at various size/scale levels, attention
turns towards primitive lattice models that can
be used for describing fracture of heterogeneous
materials from a given size/scale upwards. Apply-
ing lattices from the atomistic scale upwards leads
to unsolvable computational problems, and at this
point the afore-mentioned interaction potentials
are introduced. Next the papers turns to size-scale
effects, demonstrating that scaling of strength is
just the peculiar outcome of crack processes at
one scale level smaller than the observed load–
displacementdiagram. Inprinciple these crackpro-
cesses can be controlled by the heterogeneity of the
material under consideration. The strength of the
material must be understood as the point where
pre-critical cracking turns into a critical crack that
cannot be arrested by stronger and stiffer elements
in the material structure anymore. In other words,
that arrest mechanism has been exhausted. When
considering cement and concrete, different physi-
cal mechanisms affect the interaction between
particles at different size-scales. Basically the inter-
action potential at any given size-scale can be com-
puted on the basis of knowledge of the respective
physical processes at the considered size-scale level.
In the paper, it is attempted to get some grip on
these matters. Finally, some open questions and
problems are summarised.
2 Disordered material structures
Material structures are usually not very regular,
and disorder is rule rather than exception. First
of all disorder can be observed in the material
structure, sometimes also referred to using terms
as texture, fabric, etc. This is pure geometry: grains,
pores, grain boundaries, platelets, fibres, etcetera,
are recognized in the material structure as patches
with distinct properties from neighbouring areas.
Starting at the atomic level, the only structures
to have no disorder are pure crystal lattices. Atoms
are arranged in regular arrays in 2- or 3-dimensions.
Two-fold, three-fold, four-fold, or six-fold symme-
tries have all beenobserved innature,whereas five-
fold symmetry exists also, but then in somewhat
more disordered arrangements and are usually re-
ferred to as quasi-crystals. Examples of regular
ordering of atoms are the face-centered cubic lat-
tice and the hexagonal close-packed lattice. If crys-
tals are arranged in neighbouring patches of
material, then at larger scales, usually referred to
as micro- or meso-scale disorder is created at the
boundaries where the respective material patches
(or grains) meet. Along the boundaries between
patches built up from different crystals there ex-
ists a certain mismatch, and so-called grain-bound-
aries with quite distinct properties appear. In the
afore-mentioned hexagonal basalt and ice struc-
tures, grain boundaries are arranged along regular
repeating patterns (in one cross-section). This is
not necessarily always so. In granite, salt-water-ice,
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variousmetals and ceramics, the grains have rather
randomshapes, and thematerial structurebecomes
very irregular.Again, othermaterials like concrete,
fibre reinforced composites have a certain regular-
ity caused by the added phase, such as aggregates
and fibres. Aggregates have almost similar dimen-
sions in three orthogonal directions, whereas fibres
are elongated in a single direction. Platelets, the
third type of inclusion, have two almost similar
dimensions and a third, much smaller, dimension.
As an example the structure of cement and con-
crete at nano-, micro,- and meso-scale is shown in
Fig. 1. In this figure also a more correct interpre-
tation of a continuum is shown. Often the macro-
scale is referred to as a continuumwhereno internal
structure is recognized. However, a continuum has
an abstract (mathematical) internal structure as
suggested in Fig. 1, and can actually be applied
at any of the observational scales drawn above
the box representing the continuum. The prime
task is to see whether a continuum representa-
tion of physical processes taking place at any of
the shown size/scale levels (leading often to non-
linear ‘material behaviour’) can be represented as
an ‘averaged’ process as any continuum represen-
tation implies. It is quite obvious that such attempts
lead to complications for discrete localized frac-
ture, where large displacement jumps will occur at
the scale of the considered material specimen (or
structure).
Returning to the structure of cement and con-
crete, at the meso-scale (here: mm-scale) individ-
ual aggregates are visible in concrete (and mortar;
a useless distinction made solely based on the fact
that the aggregates are smaller than in concrete).
This particular image shows the structure of aweak
concrete (fc = 10MPa). The white specs are un-
hydrated cement kernels, the small gray particles
represent hydrated cement and black is porosity.
Large aggregates are observed, which appear to
have some internal structure as well. In the meso-
level representation of concrete the aggregates are
usually modelled as an isotropic continuum. Sim-
ilarly, for the cement matrix a continuum repre-
sentation is used too, assuming that the size of the
hydrated and un-hydrated cement and the small
scale porosity is small in comparison to the matrix
dimensions. This is debatable, especially at places
where aggregates come close together and a thin
ribbon of cement is inserted between the aggre-
gates. The third phase commonly distinguished in
meso-models of concrete is the interfacial transi-
tion zone (ITZ)which has been identified as a zone
of rather large porosity enveloping the aggregates
(Scrivener 1989). There is some debate about the
validity of these measurements, since meso-level
material structures like the one depicted in Fig. 1
do not really show a well distributed porosity in
the ITZ, and the conclusion drawn by Scrivener
might have been the result of the specific way of
averaging microstructural information along the
circumference of large aggregates. Diamond and
Huang (1998) debated the result using 2DSEMim-
ages as ‘proof’ for the erroneous idea of Scrivener.
However, drawing conclusions about a 3D micro-
structure based on 2D images must be done with
extreme caution since 3D information is easilymis-
interpreted, or simply goes un-noticed. The best
solution is to gather 3D material structural infor-
mation,which can for example be done usingX-ray
tomography, see for example in Trtik et al. (2005a).
At the micro-scale, polished sections indicate
the structure shown in Fig. 1 (the scale is μm). In
this image rather good quality cement is shown,
with un-hydrated cement aswhite, a dark gray zone
enveloping the un-hydrated grains, and black specs
that indicate porosity. There are shades of gray that
are often assumed to be the result of two differ-
ent hydration products: inner and outer Calcium
Silicate Hydrates (CSH). On first sight there is not
much difference between themicrometer structure
and the millimeter structure and in both cases a
very heterogeneous disordered material structure
is found. The aggregates in normal concrete and
the un-hydrated cement kernels both have a rather
large stiffness in comparison to the surrounding
matrix, and are usually stronger as well.
Finally, zooming in a further three orders of
magnitude shows the structure of the hydration
products themselves at the molecular-scale (nano-
scale). The molecular structure of CSH is still un-
der debate, and direct observations using TEM
are tedious and very difficult in view of problems
encountered in sample preparation. Pellenq and
Van Damme (2004) and Gmira et al. (2004) pub-
lished some results from TEM observations. A
model for themolecular structure of CSHwas pro-
posed, in which water plays an important role as
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Fig. 1 (a) Possible atomistic material structures (crys-
tals, quasi-crystals and amorphous), (b) material structures
at nano/micro/meso-scale for cement and concrete, and
(c) continuum interpretation, where the only internal struc-
ture left is the mathematical formulation. The concrete
meso-structure was kindly supplied by Dr. A.S. Elkadi, see
also Elkadi (2005) for more details on the mixture compo-
sition
well (this will be discussed further on in this paper,
see Sect. 6). The image of the molecular structure
in Fig. 1 is schematic, and only is shown to indi-
cate what can be expected at this level. Distance
between layers in the CSH structure is estimated at
1.5 nm (Pellenq andVanDamme2004).Gatty et al.
(2001) observed a rather heterogeneous structure
of CSH using TEM: nano-crystalline and ‘meso-
scale’ ordered regions within an amorphousmatrix
were found, where it was suggested that the nano-
crystalline phase has a tobermorite-like structure
and the mesoscale order reflects modulations in
water content. The use of the term ‘mesoscale’
is relative to the observational scale in the or-
der of nm, and is thus different from the use of
the word meso-level in this paper. The results by
Gatty et al. suggest that heterogeneity and disor-
der continues to very small observational scales
for cement and concrete. The observational scales
become in fact so small that one is dealing with
molecules.
Thedifferent elements in a certainmaterial struc-
ture have distinct properties, such as the stiffness of
the bonds, and/or the strength may vary, as can the
‘toughness’ vary. Toughness must be understood
as a size-dependent property, since it may change
from brittle to ductile depending on the dimen-
sional properties of the material structure, and the
structure (specimen/construction) as a whole (see
the more extensive discussion in Sect. 7).
Themain issue here is that the differentmaterial
structures lead to different internal stress distribu-
tions, caused byE-mismatch between the different
phases, porosity, shape and size of microstructural
elements, and so on. Irrespective of the type of
external loading, the internal stress-field is not uni-
form. If the stress variations are limited, and the
size of the microstructure is small compared to the
overall structure size, one might decide to adopt
averaging procedures, and model the material as
a continuum. This is valid then for the microstruc-
ture in the ‘stationary’ stage where no damage in
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the formof cracks appears due to some sort of load-
ing. The reason for this remark is that when cracks
become large, the specimen size becomes an issue.
This is well described using fracture mechanics ap-
proaches.
The example given here is for cement and con-
crete material structures. Other materials display
heterogeneity at different levels of observations
as well, and cannot be discarded when observa-
tional scales decrease. Most dramatic is probably
the glass studied by Célarié et al. (2003), where the
amorphous structure of the material seems to have
a distinct effect on the fracture process.
3 Simple lattice approach
In statistical physics, for example in lattice mod-
els or cellular automata, randomness of material
properties due to distinct elements in the materi-
als microstructure is incorporated through a
statistical distribution of lattice properties such as
stiffness, strength threshold, and so on (see for
example Mourkazel and Duxbury 1994; Duxbury
et al. 1995; Hansen 1991; Herrmann et al. 1989;
Herrmann and Roux 1990; Alava et al. 2006 and
many others). It seems, however, that such ap-
proaches might miss some of the relevant detail
of real micro-structures as described in the pre-
vious section, and therefore, a procedure where
the actual material structure is mapped on a lat-
tice, cellular automaton, or finite element mesh
seemsmore appropriate (e.g., Roelfstra et al. 1985;
Stankowski 1990; Schlangen and Van Mier 1992;
Schlangen 1993; Wang et al. 1993; Arslan et al.
1995;Bolander et al. 1996). In Fig. 2 someexamples
of possible material representations are shown,
each time showing better agreement with the real
meso-structure of concrete (note: in principle lat-
tices, finite element models and cellular automata
canbeusedat any scale level, as longas the adopted
mechanics/physics is still valid). Lattices with ei-
ther quenched disorder (i.e., disorder introduced
before the breakdown process starts) or annealed
disorder (nodisorder at the beginning of the break-
down process, but introduced through a stochastic
breaking algorithm) are the general approaches
in statistical physics. However, when for a mate-
rial more information is available about its
microstructure one might as well try incorporating
this information directly in themodel. In Fig. 2a the
lattice model of Burt and Dougill (1977) is shown,
where the actual disorder comes from the con-
nectivity of the elements and the different beam
lengths. Heyden (2000) developed a lattice model
for cellulose fibre fluff where the lattice elements
may overlap, and are connected by various types of
springs at the locationof these overlaps.Mourkazel
and Herrmann (1992) developed another type of
random lattice,with varying element lengths,which
has been quite useful in some of our own analy-
ses. The problem here, and also in the statistical
approach, is that somehow the distribution of ei-
ther element length or material disorder distribu-
tion must be matched to distributions of salient
properties of the material constituents (see Chiaia
et al. 1997; Van Mier et al. 1997, 2002), which is
certainly not an easy task in the case of concrete
and other types of geo-materials. Inverse identi-
fication might be the way out, but this will work
only if the parameters all have a physical basis.
In the model of Vonk (1992) computational con-
venience was the reason to operate with hexago-
nal aggregates that were randomly distorted into
polygons (Fig. 2b). The advantage here is that the
distribution of strong/stiff and weak/soft patches
as found in real mortar and concrete is included
in the model, but the geometry is far from the
real one. The use of circular (in 2D) or spheri-
cal aggregates (in 3D) by Schlangen and Van Mier
(1992) and Lilliu andVanMier (2003), respectively
(Fig. 2c), avoids the stress-concentrations caused
by aggregate angularity inVonk’smodel, but again,
the used 3-phase representation is not completely
according the real concrete material structure (see
Fig. 1b (meso)).
The large advantage of the method developed
by Schlangen and Van Mier (1992) and that led to
Schlangen’s thesis (1993) is that the particle struc-
ture and lattice are generated independent of each
other. The lattice structure is the computational
‘back-bone’, whereas in Vonk’s model, for exam-
ple, or the ‘numerical concrete’ model by Roelf-
stra et al. (1985) the two- or three-dimensional
finite elements have to be fitted to the complex
material structure, which is particularly tedious in
three dimensions. Independent generation of lat-
tice and particle structure also opens the way to
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Fig. 2 Examples of computer generated material structure intended to mimic the structure of concrete at the meso-level:
(a) Burt and Dougill (1977), (b) Vonk et al. (1991) and (c) Schlangen and Van Mier (1992)
use real aggregate shapes, as was demonstrated by
Schlangen andGarboczi (1997), in a way similar to
the generation of computational cement hydration
models pioneered at NIST by Bentz et al. (1994).
Themechanics of latticemodels is relatively sim-
ple: the basic need is a finite element programme
capable of linear elastic truss or frame analysis. The
truss analysis is straightforward, the beam analysis
requires Timoshenko beams (asmentioned by Ince
et al. 2003), rather than the originally proposed
Euler-Bernoulli beams used by Schlangen andVan
Mier (1992), which is due to the rather stubby
shape of the beams. The stubbiness of the beams
is caused by fitting of the elastic properties of a
lattice to real (global) concrete elastic properties,
see Schlangen (1993). The use of linear elements
simplifies the generation of three-dimensional lat-
tice structures with or without material structure.
Important is to choose the lattice elements suffi-
ciently small in comparison to the smallest element
in the projected particle structure. This is quite
essential since otherwise rather large amount of
carefully gathered information on the microstruc-
ture is lost in a too coarse discretization (see Fig. 2c:
particle overlay with fine and coarse lattice affects
the shape of the particles).
The key factor in a lattice model is the selection
of a failure criterion for the beams. The choice of a
failure criterion seems directly related to the scale
of discretization, i.e., nano-, micro-, or meso-scale
in cement and concrete, see Fig. 1b. From the cho-
sen discretization scale it is possible to calculate
structures of larger dimensions; going to smaller
scales is prohibited. In most meso-models it is as-
sumed that the lattice elements break upon reach-
ing a certain stress level, which can be computed
on the basis of several assumptions. For example,
most straightforward is the normal stress criterion,
where the normal force in the lattice is used to com-
pute an effective lattice stress, which is compared
to the critical threshold depending on the location
in the material structure, following
σ > σeff = FA . (1)
Upon reaching the critical stress level, the consid-
ered lattice element is simply removed, and the
next linear analysis is carried out on the lattice
having N − 1 elements. This process continues un-
til the entire lattice fails. Computational problems
arrive when more and more detail is included in
the model, which causes an enormous increase in
the number of lattice elements. Ince et al. (2003),
as well as others, proposed to use a softening rela-
tion for failure of the lattice elements in order to
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use coarser lattices. The new problem introduced
is that an iterative procedure is needed to solve
the equations, which may lead to similar compu-
tational problems as faced in higher order con-
tinua. Mesh-dependency is not an important issue
in lattice analyses since a material length scale is
included by directly incorporating material het-
erogeneity, which is often the dominating factor.
Lattice analysis can only be used for analyzing
structures larger than the definedmodel-scale. The
parameters, like the fracture law, depend also on
the definedmodel-scale. The fracture law thus con-
tains (un-known) information from (un-known or
discarded) phenomena at lower scales, and is thus
per definition phenomenological. Completely
ab-initio analysis fromquantum-mechanical and/or
atomic principles is possible for very smallmaterial
volumes only, which are rather distant (i.e., simply
too small) for the cement and concrete considered
in this paper.
When a particle structure like the one shown in
Fig. 2c is mapped onto the lattice material prop-
erties of three material phases must be specified,
namely, the tensile strength and the Young’s mod-
ulus of aggregate, matrix and interface elements.
The largest problems are encountered for the ITZ.
Zimbelmann (1985) showed that the tensile
strength of the interface is relatively low, in most
cases not exceeding 1MPa. The tensile strength of
cementmatrix and aggregate particles can be a fac-
tor 5–10 higher. Thus, the weak link is the interface
between aggregate and matrix (at least in normal
concrete, the situation changes for concretes con-
taining low strength highly porous aggregates, that
may actually have a stronger interfacial strength,
see Vervuurt 1997). The Young’s moduli, at least
those of matrix and interface, play a lesser role, as
shown in Van Mier and Veruurt (1997). This re-
sult is quite similar to results obtained by He and
Hutchinson (1989) who in addition analyzed the
influence of the incidence angle of the crack.
The magnitude of the breaking forces of lattice
elements are dependent on the scale of discret-
ization. One might envision hierarchical lattices,
like the model proposed by Breysse (1991), where
each element consists of a network of smaller ele-
ments, each with their own breaking threshold.
Basically these are attempts to model the mate-
rial at multiple scales.Multiple-scalemodelling has
developed into an active research field in the past
years. A hierarchy built into a lattice might result
in a gradual failure of a lattice element at large
scale, caused by microfracture processes at lower
hierarchical levels. This could be interpreted as
using a softening breaking law, where the softening
is the global response of all micro-fracture events.
This may help to circumvent brittleness problems
encountered in lattice analyses, as was shown by
Ince et al. (2003). We will return to these matters
in Sect. 7.
We will not dwell any further on lattice anal-
yses, other than saying that the method is very
effective, simple and straightforward. The labora-
tory samples as tested in real experiments can be
modelled as they are, including the boundary con-
ditions used in the experiments. This latter point
is of great importance in view of the significant
influence of the boundary conditions on themacro-
scopic crack growth during global softening. Thus,
rather than assuming that the outcome of a lab-
oratory experiment is a property of the material,
the idea is not to make any assumptions at all and
to consider the experiments as a test on a small-
scale structure. Although this idea was launched in
1984 (see VanMier 1984, 1986) and actually makes
sense in view of boundary condition effects dur-
ing global softening in uniaxial compression (Van
Mier 1984; Kotsovos 1983; Vonk 1992) and in uni-
axial tension tests (Van Mier et al. 1994), it has
not gained general acceptance. Especially the con-
tinued—and hitherto un-successful—search in the
concrete fracture mechanics community for a stan-
dard test for measuring the softening properties
under tension (and other loading cases) under-
scores this remark. Test methods employing com-
plicated three-actuator loading devices to
overcome secondary bending due to non-uniform
macrocrack growth in uniaxial tension tests
(Carpinteri and Ferro 1994) or more simple de-
vices using amanual gear (Akita et al. 2003) lead to
rather uniformly distributed deformations around
the specimen’s circumference. At the same time
quite distinct crack densities develop, and higher
fracture energies are obtained compared to the
cases where the specimen boundaries are either
freely rotating or fully fixed against rotation, see
in Van Mier et al. (1994). In addition to that, there
is a distinct size effect on fracture energy (Trunk
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2000; Van Vliet 2000), which makes it difficult to
decide which size to choose in the standard test.
Thus, a suitable size/scale-effect model that would
describe structural scaling effects must be found
as well, and should form an integral part of the
proposed test method. We will return to size/scale
effects in Sect. 4, which is probably the single most
important issue thatmust be considered in fracture
mechanics of concrete. To the author’s opinion, it
is better to accept that softening is not a mate-
rial property; instead softening should be inter-
preted as a combined material/structural property.
This can be recognized in the four-stage fracture
model proposed in VanMier (2004), in which both
material effects and structural effects (in the frac-
ture mechanics formulation) are accounted for.
In this approach softening is described by means
of a bridged-crack model, where the growth of
the macrocrack is modelled using classical frac-
ture mechanics principles (KIc-criterion), with a
bridging stress resembling the tail of the softening
diagram only.
An example of the outcome of a (2D) lattice
analysis where different particle densities were
used is shown in Fig. 3. These results were pub-
lished in Prado and Van Mier (2003), and are of
importance for the discussion to follow. The par-
ticle distributions for these analyses were com-
puter-generated using the space model developed
by Stroeven (1999). The three analyses shown are
one case with a low particle density (35% before
lattice overlay), a second with extreme high par-
ticle density (83% before lattice overlay), and a
third with intermediate particle density of 51%.
Since all particles are enclosed by an ITZof a single
beam length, the low density case can be character-
ized by aggregates ‘swimming’ in a cement matrix
with non-connected ligaments of matrix material
between the ITZ’s. In the high density case, it is
easy to see that all ITZ’s are connected, and the
amount of matrix material has decreased substan-
tial. In other words, at low density thematrixmate-
rial is the percolating phase, at high density the
ITZ-phase. Considering that the strength ratio is
10:5:1.25 for the aggregate, matrix and ITZ-phases,
the global strength of the low particle density case
(Fig. 3a) is determined by the matrix strength, and
higher compared to the high particle density case
where the global strength depends on the ITZ
strength (Fig. 3c). Similar results were observed in
2D and 3D by Lilliu and VanMier (2003), and ear-
lier using quenched disorder in 2D and 3D mod-
els by Duxbury et al. (1995) and Mourkazel and
Duxbury (1994). The result is actually quite trivial
for the extremes, but the behaviour at intermedi-
ate particle densities is more complex. The impor-
tant difference is in the pre-peak micro-cracking.
Here the global strength of the concrete is de-
cided, which has consequences for scaling of frac-
ture strength, as will be discussed in Sect. 4.
Returning to Fig. 3, a set of basic observations
can be made that are important for the discussion
in the remainder of this paper.
(i) The load–displacement diagrams show that
with increasing particle density themaximum
strength decreases, which is caused by a dimi-
nishing hardening regime.
(ii) Small aggregate quantities lead to discontin-
uous bond zones and the possibility to the
formation of distributed microcracking in a
band. The ‘crack-band’ is very manifest at
small densities (Fig. 3a) and disappears at
large densities (Fig. 3c).
(iii) During stages (B) in the load–displacement
diagrams, themacro-crack traverses the spec-
imen’s cross-section.This is in agreementwith
experimental observations. Cracking seems
to be limited to occur in the immediate vicin-
ity of the main macro-crack; no further mi-
crocracking appears to develop farther away
from the main crack.
(iv) The green, yellow and red colour shades
in the crack diagrams show the stress-
concentration in the specimens. Red (dark
gray inB/Wprinting) indicates a higher stress
thanaverage,whereas light yellow/green indi-
cates a lower than average stress. In the path
of themacro-crack high stress concentrations
appear, which are a sign of bridging activity.
Thus, the post-peak behaviour shows macro-crack
propagation and bridging. As mentioned, bridging
is visible as the dark-coloured (red) stress concen-
trations along the main macrocrack in the images
of Fig. 3. From experiments bridging in the form
of overlapping cracks is known for concrete for a
number of years. Figure 4 shows an example where
two overlapping crack tips meet and join together
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Fig. 3 Effect of particle density on fracture of concrete
under uniaxial tension: results from numerical lattice simu-
lations, after Prado andVanMier (2003). In (a) the load–dis-
placement diagram and the fracture patterns at peak-load
and at 25μm displacement are shown for aggregate density
Pk = 35%, in (b) for an aggregate density of 51%, and in
(c) for Pk = 83%
in the wake of one of the tips. The growth of the
active crack tip is accompanied by similar crack
overlaps at smaller scales, indicating that a hierar-
chical fracture process occurs in concrete.
This overlap crack mechanism (or ‘hand-shake
crack’) appears in many different materials, such
as rock, ceramics, ice, asphalt, dental material, and
recently it was suggested that the same holds for
glass. Two approaching crack tips avoid each other
when they approach head on (Simha et al. 1986),
and the hand-shake crack that develops has been
known for long time in the afore-mentioned mate-
rials, see for example in Sempere and Macdonald
(1986). Relating this crack bridging mechanism to
the carrying capacity of cracked material, i.e., con-
crete, was done by Van Mier (1991a,b) for the first
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Fig. 4 Four stages of failure of the ligament between two
overlapping crack tips, after Van Mier (1991b). The final
cracking involves flexural cracking in the final ligament
(c) as well as chip formation (d). Note the abundant micro-
cracking in the neighbourhood of the main crack in stages
(a) and (b)
time. Of course the mechanism is “assisted” by the
heterogeneity of the material, and concrete is in
this respect an interestingmaterial due to its rather
coarse heterogeneity, which helps to detect said
phenomena in lab-sized specimens (scale 10−2 m).
We will not dwell upon these matters any longer
here since they have been explained in minute de-
tail inVanMier (1997).Wake bridging is important
in the tail of the diagram, and the crack overlap
mechanism seems basic to stress-transfer in that
regime. In othermaterials, for instance certain type
of ceramics, frictional effects seem to play a role as
well, for example the frictional pull-out of whis-
kers from a matrix as described by Steinbrech et
al. (1991) and Swanson et al. (1987).
The demonstration of pre-peak micro-cracking
is much more difficult owing to the extreme small
dimensions (inparticular thewidth) ofmicrocracks.
Direct viewing has been hampered by additional
damage done during sample preparation, and the
only ‘proof’ of pre-peak cracking is derived from
AE monitoring, e.g., Wissing (1988) and Otsuka
et al. (1998). The latter tests also reveal that the
width of the band where acoustic emission is mon-
itored is gradually narrowing indicating that the
analyses of Fig. 3 might actually be quite close to
reality.
Using a materials science approach has helped
to unravel the mechanisms underlying softening,
and it is clear that combined structural/material
behaviour is observed. Structural effects play
a minor role in the pre-peak regime when
microcracking is arrested by the material struc-
ture itself. The material structural effects are also
quite obvious in the tail of the softening diagram,
in the form of hand-shake cracks with intact liga-
ments in-between, or by means of frictional pull-
out of particles or fibres in, for example, ceram-
ics and/or fibre reinforced materials. Structural ef-
fects are most pronounced during the macro-crack
growth where classical fracture mechanics princi-
ples should be used to explain specimen size and
boundary condition related effects. The influence
of boundary conditions, for example, the type of
support used in beam tests (with or without fric-
tion), the rotations allowed in uniaxial tension tests
(freely rotating or rotations completely prohibited
during the entire test) have a significant effect on
the failure mechanisms, as demonstrated on many
occasions in the past (see in Van Mier 1997 for
a complete overview) and to the author’s opinion
cannot be ignored in fracture analyses of any type
of material. The structural effects, for example in
SEN and DEN shear beams, and in uniaxial com-
pression tests can be readily analyzed by means
of lattice type models and other micro-mechanical
models, see for example in Schlangen (1993), Vonk
(1992), and D’Addetta (2004).
Finally, some remarks on the computational
effort needed in micromechanical models in mate-
rials science. Atomistic simulations appear to fol-
low the famous Moore law, which predicts a linear
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increase in time of the log number of atoms
considered in a simulation; see for example inKalia
(2004). Lattice analyses with the beam model lead
to a similar increase in computational possibilities.
The number of beams in the early models em-
ployed by Schlangen and Van Mier (1992) was in
the order or 103. The increasing speed of proces-
sors, the employment of parallel computers using
dedicated parallel solvers (e.g., the solver devel-
oped by Lingen 2000, used in Lilliu and Van Mier
2003) or clever methods to optimize the matrix
inversion (Nukala and Simunovic 2005) allows to
analyze problems in the order of 105–107 beam
elements at present, i.e., a factor 103–104 larger in
almost 15 years. Although this increase is impres-
sive, it prohibits simulating samples at laboratory
scale or larger, even somore when all kinds of non-
linear processes are included, like in cement and
concrete, drying, hydration, etc. Therefore, there is
need for a faster approach that is capable of includ-
ing these mechanisms in a simple and straight-
forward manner, without having to resort to
full-scale (numerical) atomistic or micromechan-
ical analyses.
In conclusion, micromechanical analysis of
materials is a useful tool to qualitatively assess
failure mechanisms, which, as should be clearly
understood, must always be precursory to frac-
ture mechanics. The methods are computationally
demanding, and for the future there is no fore-
seeable rapid increase in computational possibili-
ties, the relatively slow increase following Moore’s
law is what we have to live with. Important is
also the experimental verification/falsification of
the ‘predictions’ from numerical material science
models. Experiments trying to falsify/verify the ef-
fect of particle density alluded to in Fig. 3, are
rather problematic. In Lilliu et al. (2002) an at-
tempt was made to analyze the effects in uniaxial
tensile tests using a new test-method developed in
VanMier andShi (2002).When theparticle content
in concrete is increased, the surface area of all the
grains grows rapidly, placing a larger demand on
the water needed during mixing. The amount of
surface-absorbed water increases rapidly, thereby
affecting the ‘smearing’ capability of the cement
matrix in the fluid (plastic) phase when the mate-
rial is produced. As a consequence, an identical
matrix quality and ITZ quality cannot be guaran-
teed for mixtures containing different quantities
of aggregates, whereas the effect becomes rela-
tively more important when the size of the grains,
or their shape changes; see also in the sections to
follow.
It seems imperative to perform 3D analyses, at
least for concrete. For materials with a 2Dmaterial
structure, like laminates, basalt or columnar ice, a
2D analysis may (perhaps) suffice. The experience
is that a distinct pre-peak behaviour is observed
in 2D and 3D analyses, where a significant inflec-
tion point is observed in 3D, which does not ap-
pear in 2D. In 2D analyses, like those presented
in Fig. 3, cracks always grow through the thickness
in one step, whereas in 3D the process is more
gradual, and macrocracks are observed to grow
through a specimens’ cross-section more slowly
thereby decreasing the rather large brittleness of
2D-analyses in which a local elastic-brittle fracture
law is used for the lattice beams, see Lilliu and
Van Mier (2003). On the basis of recent 3D results
my opinion has changed, and the most important
and interesting stage in the fracturing of materials
is regime of (stable) microcracking that is associ-
ated with the pre-peak part of the load–displace-
ment curve. The post-peak part of the curve, which
has played an important role in research of frac-
ture of concrete materials and structures in the
past three decades, seems to be of less interest
since the material is actually failed then. More-
over, because structural effects during softening
influence the result, softening diagrams measured
in a specific structural context cannot very easily
be transferred to other structural situations. The
pre-peak cracking is inherently stable, determines
the strength of a material specimen, and with that
scaling of strength, and for that reason is the most
important regime where the response of materi-
als can be readily improved, without reverting to
draconic measures like the addition of large fibres
and/or pre-stressing to arrest the growth of macro-
cracks. Most optimal is, however, the development
of materials where both the strength and ductil-
ity are improved, which is for example the case in
hybrid-fibre concrete, see Markovic et al. (2003a).
In the following section, scaling of fracture strength
will be discussed.
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4 Scaling of strength
As mentioned in the previous section scaling of
strength is important, not in the last place, because
—at least for materials like concrete—thematerial
can not always be tested at the scale of the appli-
cation. Pre-peak microcracking, which is per defi-
nition a process stabilized through the presence
of material structural elements that are capable
of arresting microcracks, is one of the significant
factors influencing the strength of materials. Since
material specimens tested in the lab are considered
small-scale structural tests, there are again two fac-
tors affecting the strength of the specimen, namely
(i) structural factors and (ii) material-related fac-
tors. In many cases the contributions from these
effects are mixed-up, and a clear separation is diffi-
cult, if not impossible. Some examples will be given
after a brief interlude on shrinkage-induced crack-
ing, which is helpful in the discussion to follow.
It is quite well known that shrinkage occurs in
cement, and is caused by different reasons such
as drying, carbonation, chemical reactions during
hydration, and others. The cement phase is the
shrinking component in concrete. Aggregates are
usuallymadeof non-shrinkingmaterial, anddepen-
ding on their mechanical properties like bulk mod-
ulus K, restrain the shrinkage of the cement. This
type of restraint can be considered a material ef-
fect, see Fig. 5c. Shrinkage goes more rapidly at
places where the precise conditions are met. For
example in the case of drying shrinkage, moisture
loss occurs through the surface where the structure
is in contact with a low RH atmosphere. The result
is differential drying,where themoisture content of
the structure is higher in the core, and lower along
the surface. This can be considered as a structural
effect since the geometry of the structure (i.e., the
exposed area) clearly plays an important role in
the drying process for small and large structures.
We will return to this point further on. The conse-
quence of differential drying are strain- and stress-
gradients, and finally (micro-) cracking as shown in
Fig. 5a. The afore-mentioned aggregates can affect
the microcracking to some extent, as was shown in
extensive experiments byBisschop (2002). Someof
his results are reprinted inFig. 6, which show that in
small prisms of 40×40×160mm3, subjected to uni-
axial drying along one of the large surfaces, crack
growth after 10% moisture loss and 30% mois-
ture loss increases only when the aggregates have
a sufficiently large size. The tests of Fig. 6 show
that for the larger sized aggregates (4–6mm) the
restraining effect is quite well developed. Conse-
quently microcracking due to aggregate restraint
continues during prolonged drying. These results
indicate that the shrinkage deformations around
the aggregates must be large enough to develop
sufficient stress build-up to cause cracks radiating
outwards from the surface of the grains, see also
Golterman (1995) and Fig. 5c. For small aggre-
gates the total shrinkage deformation is simply too
small to cause any radial cracks from aggregate re-
straint, and the only cracking observed consists of
relatively short cracks perpendicular to the speci-
men surface, see Fig. 5b. This effect is not different
from the drying of clay, and on the surface of the
structure (in this case the small prism) a network
of cracks is formed. Different shaped polygons are
recognized, that seems to form cells of different
size. The clay cracks often form a clear hierarchical
system, where again, when the cell size has reached
a certain minimum size, shrinkage deformations
are simply getting too small to cause microcracks.
Colina andRoux (2000) showed that the size of the
polygons depends on the thickness of the shrink-
ing layer as well. The complete analysis of drying
shrinkage cracking is quite complicated since one
should understand the drying process in the porous
material, the shrinkage mechanisms, and the rela-
tion between shrinkage strain and moisture con-
tent, and all processes must be described in time,
see Sadouki and Van Mier (1996), Jankovic et al.
(2001), and many others. By means of AE moni-
toring, Shiotani et al. (2002) demonstrated that the
drying shrinkage process in cement-based materi-
als is a very rapid process when no aggregates are
included, but as soon as large aggregates are pres-
ent, aggregate restraint becomes important, and
prolongedAEactivity ismeasured.This is in agree-
ment with the results shown in Fig. 6.
Including in a section on scaling a diversion on
shrinkage microcracking may look strange. Yet,
scaling of strength can be understood when the
microcrack processes in the pre-peak regime are
understood, and in moisture-prone materials
shrinkage leads to microcracks that may even af-
fect the strength of laboratory specimens. In most
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Fig. 5 Shrinkage of
concrete: (a) structural
effect: moisture loss leads
to deformation gradients
due to shrinkage; since a
gradient is present
cracking is limited to the
surface of the concrete







shrinkage cracking due to
aggregate restraint, which
caused cracks to radiate
out from glass spheres
that were used as
aggregates (after Shiotani
et al. 2003)
Fig. 6 Effect of aggregate
size on drying shrinkage
cracking in cement-based
materials, after Bisschop
(2002). Three cases are
shown, for cement paste
containing 35% (vol. %)
mono-sized glass spheres
of diameter da = 1mm
(a) 4mm (b) and 6mm
(c) at two stages of
moisture loss, viz. 10% of
the original water content




restraint occurs, and the
result is similar to
da = 1mm
of the scaling laws derived for concrete, e.g., Bažant
(1997) and Carpinteri et al. (1995) many different
test-results are considered, irrespective of curing
and loading conditions and the models can at large
be considered as phenomenological engineering







where σN is the nominal strength of the struc-












Carpinteri’s equation is similarly simple and de-






Both equations fit rather well to laboratory experi-
ments, in some cases even with correlation
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coefficients as large as 0.98–0.99. The difference in
the equations lies in the asymptotic behaviour for
small and large sizes.Bothmodels contain a param-
eter that relates to the fracture process, namely,
the length of the process zone cf in Eq. (2) and
the characteristic length lch, which is related to the
aggregate size in Eq. (4). Because there are inher-
ent difficulties in measuring process zone sizes, the
common procedure is to fit Eqs. (2) and (4) to
experimental data sets, and it is easy to see that
extrapolation beyond the size limits in the used
data sets can be troublesome. It is therefore consid-
ered of utmost importance that such engineering
size/scale effect models should be completed with
a parameter estimate procedure relating the scale
factors to physical material parameters. The effect
of eigen-stresses due to drying shrinkage does not
appear in these models, and differences in curing
conditions are hidden in the parameters that give
the best fit to a certain data set of tests conducted
under certain ambient conditions.When these con-
ditions change, the parametersmust befitted again.
In recent size/scale tests the influence of differ-
ent curing regimes on the size effect on tensile
strength of concrete was explored, see Van Vliet
andVanMier (2000). The results shown inFig. 7a,b
clearly indicate what happens when specimens are
kept wet until one day before testing, or when they
are allowed to dry very gradually in a laboratory
atmosphere, such that no moisture gradients are
present in the material at the time of testing. For
the case where equilibrium with the environment
was obtained, specimens of six different sizes were
tested (scale range 1:32); for the specimens with
extreme moisture gradients only the four smallest
specimen sizes were considered (scale range 1:8).
Limitations in transporting the largest two speci-
men sizes to and from the climate chamber was the
reason to reduce the size range in the second test
series. In Fig. 7a,b a fit of the measurements with
the Weibull model following
σN ∝ D−n/m (5)
as derived by Bažant and Cedolin (1991) is shown.
In Eq. (5) σN is the nominal strength,D is the char-
acteristic structure size, n is the number of con-
sidered dimensions (n = 2 for the tests of Fig. 7,
where the thickness is held constant at 100mm for
all specimens) andm is theWeibullmodulus, which
is considered to be a material parameter. Zech and
Wittmann (1978) derived m = 12 for a series of
tensile tests on concrete.
The Weibull model is a weakest link model,
meaning that the complete structure will collapse
as soon as the weakest element fails. For this to de-
cide, the structure should be subdivided intoN ele-
ments of equal size each containing a single defect.
Failure of the most critical element would lead to
complete rupture. Generally a distinction is made
between Weibull scaling and Gumbel scaling (see
for example inAlava et al. 2006) where the distinc-
tion lies in the distribution of local failure strength.
Gumbel scaling would occur when the distribution
is relatively narrow; in Weibull scaling a wider dis-
tribution is assumed. Materials like concrete have
a rather coarse material structure, which results
in a rather large Representative Volume Element
(RVE). In the tensile fracture scaling tests shown
in Fig. 7a,b, the smallest dimension of the smallest
specimen was in the neck, and was only 3.8 times
larger than the dimension of the largest aggregate
included in the mixture (which was 8mm). For this
specimen size a large number of experiments was
carried out in order to get an impression of the
scatter in test-data. The results of Fig. 7a, b indi-
cate that the scatter for the smallest size was much
larger than for all the other sizes. Considering the
effects of drying shrinkage, and the constant size of
the affected surface layer, one could argue that the
RVE for concrete must be chosen as large as 8–10
times dmax, which is much larger than the factor
3–5 often found in literature (see Van Mier 2001).
Applying continuum theory at small scales is not
allowed.Of course onemight apply continuum the-
ory in the small scale regime, but should accept that
the theoretical result can never be tested against
physical experiments. This argument is important,
and as amatter of fact, for smaller scales one has to
resort to micromechanical analysis, like for exam-
ple the type of models described in Sect. 3.
The effect of eigen-stresses due to drying shrink-
age cannot be ignored. At small scales, below a
transition size where the specimen/structure can-
not be considered anymore to be a representa-
tive volume element, micro-mechanical analysis is
essential, and the only way to analyse the strength
of the specimen/structure; for large size-scales
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Fig. 7 Effect of specimens size D on tensile strength of
concrete (dmax = 8mm) in 2D-scaling experiments on dog-
bone shaped plates loaded between freely rotating loading
platens for (a) specimens where the internal moisture con-
tent is in equilibrium with the laboratory atmosphere, and
(b) where a severe moisture gradient exists due to testing
after 1 day drying, after Van Vliet and VanMier (2000). The
experimental data are compared to the outcome of Eq. (5)
with m = 12 and n = 2. Lattice simulations give a size ef-
fect, evenwhen the local fracture law is elastic-purely brittle
(c) but details depend on the heterogeneity in the model.
Random lattices have more disorder than regular lattices,
which results in considerable differences. The crack patterns
at peak stress are plotted for five different specimen sizes in
(d)
above the transition scale where continuum prin-
ciples might be applied (although there are other
pressing arguments not to do this in the case of
fracture problems) Weibull or Gumbel scaling, for
example adopting Eq. (5) might be considered but
the nominal stress must be amended to include the
eigen-stresses due to differential volume changes
fromshrinkage (or differential temperatures,which
results in the same effect). This would lead to
σN + σE ∝ D−n/m (6)
where σE is the magnifying effect from tensile ei-
gen-stresses augmenting the nominal stress from
mechanical loading. An alternate approach would
be to reduceD toDE but this is more troublesome
since the contribution of the micro-cracked sur-
face zones is difficult to estimate. The results by
Bisschop reproduced in Fig. 6 give some clue, and
actually demonstrate that the material structure
cannot be ignored. The tensile scaling experiments
of Fig. 7 showed extensive surface cracking, which
was attributed to shrinkage (Van Vliet 2000). The
shrinkage cracks contribute to pre-critical crack
growth in concrete, and directly affect the strength
of the material/structure. The notion of material
in a structure is important here, since both aspects
contribute to scaling; see for example the statistical
analyses by Berthelot and Fatmi (2004), who show
that significant differences in fracture process un-
der uniaxial tension and flexure exist. In a recent
paper, Elkadi and Van Mier (2006) analyzed the
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combinedmaterial/structural contributions to frac-
ture scaling in hollow cylinders tested under hydro-
static compression (with no stress along the inner
hole). In this study it was attempted to separate
structural and material related effects in scaling of
strength, which is actually the major issue in deal-
ing with scaling laws for concrete (and other quasi-
brittle materials like rock and ceramics at various
scales, but more about that later). Some impor-
tant clues were derived from the hollow-cylinder
tests. First of all, looking to the stress achieved at
different levels of inner-hole deformation (radial
deformation) showed that scaling due to stress-
and/or strain-gradients in the specimens occurs be-
fore the maximum stress is reached. This is clearly
a structural contribution to scaling that can not
be ignored, and is sometimes referred to as deter-
ministic size effect. Next to that, there was a clear
effect of material structure on strength scaling,
manifested through a variation ofmaximumaggre-
gate size in the concretes tested. Quite surprising
was that Eq. (2) could be fitted to the test-results by
using n = 3 for three-dimensional fracture, and the
sameWeibull modulusm = 12, although the corre-
lation coefficient is smaller compared to fits of the
Bažant and Carpinteri models. The Weibull fit re-
sults in an exponent of −1/4 for three-dimensional
fracture, compared to −1/6 for two-dimensional
fracture. Again, this is a rather coarse first-order
approximation, and further study should clarify
many of the questions that remain. Interesting to
note is that in 2D-scaling when the specimen thick-
ness is kept constant, a transition must occur from
plane strain to plane stress. This means that for a
very small specimen with relatively large thickness
plane strain prevails, and for a very large specimen
plane stress. This would imply a gradual change
of the scaling exponent from −1/4 to −1/6. When
results from 2D-scaling experiments are analyzed
using the Weibull theory this change-over cannot
be ignored, but, as in all approaches to fracture
scaling this argument has always been avoided.
Below the RVE, fracture scaling can only be
analyzed by means of micromechanics, for exam-
ple by applying the type of models presented in
Sect. 3. The application of micromechanics mod-
els for predicting scaling properties of heteroge-
neous materials like concrete dates back to the
1980s, see for example Bažant et al. (1990), Riera
Rocha (1991), and Elkadi et al. (2006) as well as
quite some research done using lattice-type frac-
turemodels, see for exampleDuxbury et al. (1995),
Van Mier and Van Vliet (2003), etc. The analyses
are rather cumbersome, and take long time, espe-
cially for very large structures. The material struc-
ture is kept constant, and because the number of
elements tends to expand beyond reasonable lim-
its, most scaling analyses are done in 2-dimensions.
Full three-dimensional scaling is generally not ana-
lyzed, and the results from simulations can be com-
pared to plane-stress situations only.
The dog-bones tested by Van Vliet and Van
Mier (2000) were analyzed bymeans of a beam lat-
tice (see Sect. 3). Only the five smallest specimens
were analyzed in view of the considerable com-
putational effort needed. Figure 7c shows a com-
parison between the results of numerical analyses
using both random and regular lattice, the Weibull
model with an exponent−1/6, and a comparison of
the dry scaling tests (see also Fig. 7a). In Fig. 7d five
computed crack patterns for specimens sizes (A)
through (E) with a scale range of 1:16 are shown.
Note that for the two largest sizes only half of the
specimen is shown. The crack patterns all corre-
spond to thepeak stress level. Since loadingwas ap-
plied with a small (scaled) eccentricity, the cracks
always start at the right side of the specimens. The
simulated situation matches the experimental con-
ditions exactly. The aggregate content in the analy-
ses was just over 20% (after lattice overlay) which
places this result below the percolation threshold
of the ITZ. As a consequence considerable pre-
peak micro-cracking occurs, as can be seen from
the crack patterns.
The Weibull model would apply if immediately
upon cracking of the first element in the material
structure catastrophic failure would occur. Clearly,
the material micro-structure has the capability to
re-distribute stresses and to arrest microcracks to
some extent, which certainly makes the case for
Weibull scaling (andGumbel scaling) rather weak.
The results of the lattice analyses are influenced
by the heterogeneity included in the model, and
this is larger for the random lattice than for the
regular lattice. The randomness of the lattice struc-
ture gives an additional heterogeneity, and basi-
cally prevents that straight cracks can develop, see
Vervuurt (1997). The deviation of the lattice
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analyses from theWeibull curve can therefore only
be expected. In the experiments, a high aggre-
gate content is used, much higher than included
in the model: the density would, as a matter of
fact, exceed the percolation threshold for the ITZ
found in the analyses of Fig. 3. The comparison
between the Weibull model and the experiments
seems therefore allowed, yet, as far as the lattice
analyses are concerned, they clearly have reached
the current limitations of computation. The inter-
esting points are however, that (1) a lattice model
based on an elastic-purely brittle local constitutive
equation can lead to scaling of fracture strength,
and (2) the material composition has an appar-
ent effect on strength, and thus also on fracture
scaling. Macroscopic scaling laws like those devel-
oped by Bažant (1984) and Carpinteri and Chiaia
(1995) give much better fits than shown here, but
one has to consider a number of error sources
(like the effect of differential shrinkage and the
transition from plane-strain to plane-stress in two-
dimensional scaling experiments) that were not,
or just partly known at the time these models were
developed. Themulti-fractal scaling law is interest-
ing since it attempts to explain scaling from consid-
erations of the fractal nature of the material struc-
ture and the ensuing crack patterns, see Carpinteri
(2003). In the approach byCarpinteri and co-work-
ers it is assumed that part of the crack follows the
weak interfaces between aggregates and matrix,
and that part of the crack traverses the matrix. The
results shown in Fig. 3 clearly indicate that there
is more to it, and actually the aggregate content
has a significant influence where cracks may, or
may not develop. Clearly there is room for further
research in this area.1 For the high aggregate con-
tents used in concrete in practice, one has certainly
exceeded the percolation threshold, which implies
that only bond cracks may develop. Considering a
larger range of particles in the multi-fractal scaling
law may be important, although one might won-
der if the concept of an ITZ of uniform thickness
encapsulating all aggregates irrespective of their
size is certainly open to further investigation as
1 One of the reviewers pointed out a recent paper byAlava
et al. (2006) which contains an extensive overview and re-
sults from attempts to model fracture scaling by means of
statistical models of fracture.
well. Looking to themeso-level structure in Fig. 1b,
one may even wonder if the ITZ concept as used
in the lattice model, and many related meso-level
models, is correct.
Better models for describing scaling of fracture
strength are important since theywould allowengi-
neers to determine on small samples how large the
expected strength would be in real size structures.
For a scaling law to be correct, the physical aspects
of fracture must be considered. Missing one sin-
gle physical effectmightmake a phenomenological
size/scaling law useless immediately, irrespective
of the claimed accuracy. The present results show
that there is need of better insight on the effect of
material structure on fracture scaling. The contin-
ued improvement of micromechanics models and
the development of better test methods is crucial
in this respect. The micromechanics are needed to
determine the transition scale from which contin-
uum theories might possibly be applied.
5 What happens at micro-scales and beyond?
Micromechanics models like lattice (Sect. 3), Par-
ticle Flow Code (PFC, developed by Cundall and
Strack 1979 and applied by Vonk 1992; Iwashita
and Oda 2000; Thortnton and Antony 2000;
Potyondy and Cundall 2004; Elkadi et al. 2006 and
many others) requires certain material parame-
ters like the interaction forces between particles
(grains), and/or the strength of cement. It is there-
fore interesting to investigatewhat happens inmate-
rials like cement (and clay) at very small scales, i.e.,
at themicrometer scale and beyond. In thesemate-
rials, water plays a rather important role in defining
the level of the cohesive forces between adjacent
particles. Other physical mechanisms are active as
well, and it depends on the scale of observation
which mechanism is active, which one is domi-
nant, andhow the actual strength of thesematerials
would have to be interpreted. It is also interesting
to ask how the mechanical behaviour of cement
scales with specimen (or structure) size, for exam-
ple when very small specimens are scaled with re-
spect to the grain size of the originally un-hydrated
cement grains. As hydration proceeds, the grain
size changes, and a new structure built from Cal-
cium SilicateHydrates (CSH), CalciumHydroxide
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(CH), water, and some by-products emerges. In
case of clay the situation is different, and the only
forces to be considered are attractive and repul-
sive forces in water filled capillaries between the
small clay grains, electric repulsion and Van der
Waals/London attraction forces at very small dis-
tances. Chemical bonds are often considered non-
existent in clay. For cement the debate is on-going,
see for example in Gmira et al. (2004).
The structure of cement is not static, but devel-
ops in time, depending on the availability of reac-
tants (un-hydrated cement and water). Several
computer models have been developed in past
years that are capable, at least to some extent, to
simulate the development of the cement micro-
structure in time. These are quite laborious at-
tempts to come to a description of the material
structure-properties relation. Basically, Portland
cement, the most common form, contains four
different clinkers that react with water. In cement
nomenclature,2 these phases are C3A, C3S, C2S
and C4AF. The reaction with water is called hydra-
tion and proceeds only controlled when gypsum
is included. The emerging structure is rather com-
plicated, and for a good overview of the matter,
the reader is referred to the various publications
dealing with cement hydration, for example Bentz
et al. (1994) and Bentz (1997) and more recently
Pignat et al. (2005). The hydration starts at places
where cement comes into contact with water, and
results in a complicated microstructure, like the
one visible in Fig. 1b (micro-level). As mentioned,
the emerging reaction products are CSH and CH,
whereaswater remains present inmicropore-space
formed by the hydrates. Strength is attributed to
the CSH, whereas the CH can easily dissolute and
contributes very little to strength. The way hydrat-
ing cement particles bond together will therefore
determine the strength of cement, and is the pri-
mary information needed. The afore-mentioned
hydration models all have certain elements of the
complete process included, but none is perfect,
which is no surprise in view of the complexities
at hand.
The model developed at NIST by Bentz et al.
(1994), Bentz (1997) is a cellular automaton which
2 In cement chemistry, abbreviated nomenclature is used:
C stands for CaO, S for SiO2, H for H2O and A for Al2O3.
includes direct geometrical and chemical informa-
tion obtained on un-hydrated cement grains. All
clinkers are included in this model, which is in
strong contrast to many of the other models that
consider just the C3S clinker only (e.g., Berlage
1987, which is the original hydrasim model on
which further developments by Van Beugel 1991;
Koenders 1997; Ye 2003 are based under the name
hymostuc; Pignat et al. 2005; Maekawa et al. 1999,
and others). This limitationmight be in order when
strength is considered, but when it comes to, for
example, simulating pore-space and (saturated/
partially saturated) transport properties of fluids
accurately, results from models based on spherical
cement grains comprising of a single clinker phase
should be used with some reservation.
Rather than trying todescribe the structuredeve-
lopment in minute detail, which would require
descending all the way down to the nano-level,
it is interesting to limit the effort and try measur-
ing strength and fracture behaviour of cement at
the micro-scale. For this purpose various methods
can be used, such as micro-indentation (Constan-
tinides and Ulm 2004; Trtik et al. 2005a) or other
micro-mechanical tests like flexural or tensile tests
scaled down to the level of the individual cement
grains. Indentation may lead to rather excessive
damage and plastic deformation around the in-
dent (see Fig. 8 and Trtik et al. 2005a), while at the
same time three-dimensional artifacts might influ-
ence the result. For example, sub-surface pores, or
hard regions just below the indenter site are likely
to affect the outcome of an experiment, and in gen-
eral a large scatter in test results is obtained when
micro- (or even nano-) indentation tests are done
on highly disordered materials like Portland ce-
ment, e.g., Schärer (2005). In the latter tests the val-
ues for the local Young’s moduli ranged between
9GPa and 53GPa, indicating in part the variation
in materials, but also variation in geometrical arti-
facts, and non-smoothness of contact surfaces as
discussed before. Carpinteri et al. (2004) analyzed
the damage done under sharp indenters, and found
different types of damage, namely next to chip for-
mation the growth of a splitting crack directly un-
der the indenter’s tip, which was recently observed
in experiments, see Trtik et al. (2005a).
In order to obtain more information on frac-
ture the development and application of specially
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Fig. 8 Indentation with a Berkovich diamond tip in cement
paste: indented region before (a) and after the indentation
(b). Note the severe radial cracking emanating from the cor-
ners of the indent. In these images, white is the un-hydrated
material, different grey shaded are the hydrates, and black is
porosity. Note the distinct structure inside the un-hydrated
cement grain (various clinkers can be distinguished) that
seems to affect crack growth from the indenter edges
designedmicro-tensile ormicro-flexural tests seems
more promising, as was recently pioneered by
Trtik et al. (2005b). Disadvantages are the longer
development time and the complexity of the exper-
iment (especially in the case of tensile testing) and
difficulties in performing the tests owing to its ex-
treme small size. However, the obvious advantage
is that the results are easier to interpret because
the specimen is not subjected to extreme local
stress concentrations. Although only limited data
was obtained in a test session at the Swiss Light
Source (Paul Scherrer Institute, Villigen, Switzer-
land), which was used to extract three-dimensional
informationon crackpropagationduring themicro-
tensile test, the new insight obtained is considered
quite valuable, and is essential for the discussion
to follow.
From Fig. 1b (micro-level) one could conclude
that un-hydrated cement grains may possibly act
like rigid aggregates, similar to the function of
stiff and strong sand and gravel particles at the
meso-level (see Fig. 1b (meso) and the analyses
shown in Fig. 3, which clearly show crack deflec-
tion by the larger aggregates). The result in Fig.
9 shows the upper and lower crack surface of the
main crack that developed in a notched cylinder
of size h × d = 250 × 130μm. The crack appears
to cut through different parts of the material, like
the interface between hydrated- and un-hydrated
cement, straight through the hydrates, but also
through the un-hydrated particles, which shows
that they cannot un-restrictedly be regarded as
hard, tough obstacles deflecting the path of the
crack, as is common for gravel particles at the
meso-level. The experiments also revealed very
small crack face bridges, of sub-micrometre size,
connecting the two crack faces in advanced stages
of crack growth (see the small white patches in
Fig. 9, after Trtik et al. 2005b). A few years ear-
lier, small scale bridging (μm-scale) was observed
in the cement-microstructure under drying condi-
tions leading to shrinkage cracking by Bisschop
(2002). At the meso-level, bridging was found to
be directly related to the long tail in the soften-
ing diagram (as was first discovered by Van Mier
1991a,b) and the present result would suggest that
softening happens at the micro-scale in hardened
Portland cement as well. Note that in the simple
models presented in Sect. 3 the assumption was
made that fracture in all three material phases
distinguished at the meso-level (i.e., cement ma-
trix, ITZ and aggregate) behave following a sim-
ple elasto-purely brittle fracture law. Strength loss
is immediate after a certain threshold is exceeded.
The new results from the micro-mechanical exper-
iments suggest, however, that one can also expect
different type of behaviour, viz. crack bridging of
themain crack leading to the long tail of the soften-
ing diagram.Most likely the details of the hydrated
cement structure may prove to be important in the
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Fig. 9 Crack bridging in
pure cement paste at the
micro-scale. Bridges
appear as white spots in
this image of an internal
crack surface in partly
hydrated Portland cement
at the micro-scale, after
Trtik et al (2005b). Cracks
appear to grow through
hydrates, but also through
un-hydrated material and
along the interface
between these two phases
process, but for that purpose more extensive test-
ing is needed.
It is interesting to pursue this line of reason-
ing a bit further. In concrete, cement paste patches
mayhave extremely small dimensions, especially at
places where two aggregate particles approach one
another very closely. Breaking of such ‘cement-
ribbons’ is a quasi-brittle process, which may ex-
plain why the simple elasto-purely brittle lattice
model under-estimates the post-peak ductility like
in the analyses of Fig. 3. Thus, the result of Fig. 9
suggests that softening may occur in small sam-
ples just a few cement grain diameters across (the
typical size of cement grains is between 10μm and
100μm).Moreover, softening was first observed in
concrete and rocks, whichmust be attributed to the
relatively large heterogeneity of thesematerials: in
macroscopic samples of concrete typically about
6–7 maximum grain sizes can be placed across the
smallest dimension (16–32mmaggregates in a 100–
150mm specimen), which leads to a similar D/da
ratio as in the afore-mentioned micro-tensile test;
see Sect. 4. Note that after full hydration themicro-
structure of cement has changed and the above re-
mark on heterogeneity of hardened cement past
should be amended.
Several factors must be considered in the hydra-
tion process, namely, the size of the cement grains
(which defines the cement area exposed to water)
the clinkers that make up the cement grains, the
possible internal structure of the cement grains
(which is clearly present, see for example in Fig. 8a)
the amount of water available for the hydration
process, whereas temperature plays an important
role in the process as well.3 Depending on the
time elapsed after mixing the various constituents,
hydration has proceeded to some extent into the
cement grains. The process as a whole is very com-
plicated (as may be evident from the large amount
of literature in the field), the difficulties encoun-
tered in testing at extreme small size scales, and
the moisture sensitivity of the material structure,
see for example Jennings (2000) and Tennis and
Jennings (2000). In general two types of CSH are
considered, referred to as “low-density (LD-) CSH
and high-density (HD-) CSH”, or “outer-product
and inner-product”, or “early- and late-CSH”
(Jennings 2000; Taplin 1959; Constantinides and
Ulm 2004). In the latter paper it was suggested that
significant differences in elastic properties (stiff-
ness) can be observed by means of nano-indenta-
tion, but recent attempts to confirm these results
have not been very successful to date (Schärer
2005). What certainly happens during hydration
is that the size of the hydrated shells around the
un-hydrated kernels will gradually increase, and
the total volume taken by CSH will rapidly exceed
the volume of un-hydrated material. This has been
3 Temperature rise in hardening cement at early ages may
cause similar problems as differential drying discussed in
Section 4 (see Fig. 5). It is no problem that temperatures
may rise up to 60–70 ◦C during hydration, but as soon as
temperature gradients develop due to subsequent cooling,
microcracking may occur and cause serious problems.
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Fig. 10 Schematic hydration process between two cement
grains, showing the gradually diminishing un-hydrated ker-
nels and the slowly increasing LD- and HD-CSH shells
around those kernels. Time increases from images (a) to (b)
to (c). Note the encircled areas in (b) and (c). Un-hydrated
cement has a clear structure at the same scale as the
cement particles themselves, and according to the fracture
tests of Fig. 9 this cannot be ignored. Big question remains
the nature of interfaces between un-hydrated and hydrated
HD-CSH, and between adjacent hydrated cement grains
(see c)
shown schematically in Fig. 10. The strength of the
hardened cement paste will depend on the strength
distribution in the constituting phases, which are
the low- and high density CSH, the un-hydrated
cement, and the interfaces between the hydrated
cement grains and the un-hydrated and hydrated
phases. Compared to the material structure at the
meso-scale, the micro-level model would include
two types of CSH, un-hydrated cement, and two
types of interfaces. Including a possible structure
inside the un-hydrated cement grains makes the
analyses even less accessible. At any time dur-
ing the hydration process, depending on the often
used ‘degree-of-hydration’ parameter α, the shell
of LD- and HD-CSH will have varying thickness.
The relative differences in strength and stiffness
between these phases will determine the mechani-
cal response of the cement at a certain age, where,
as in any fracture problem, the size of the sample,
and the size of the grains in the sample will play
a significant role as well. As far as that goes, all
the issues mentioned for fracture at macro- and
meso-levels in the first part of this paper apply to
fracture of cement at the micro-scale too. The
micro-model is shown schematically in Fig. 11. The
serial spring depicted in this figure shows the main
interactions only: un-hydrated cement, LD- and
HD-CSH, and the respective interfaces between
these phases.When a lattice overlaywould be used,
as shown in Fig. 2c for concrete at the meso-level,
the complexity increases due to the increasingnum-
ber ofmaterial phases thatmust be considered, and
of course the different types of interfaces.
In the example of Fig. 9, the crack crosses
through the un-hydrated cement kernels, which
were still quite large owing to the relatively young
age of the samples at the time of testing. It is
hypothesized that the balance may swing in an-
other direction when the hydration shell of LD-
and HD-CSH becomes thicker. Future testing
would have to show more detail of the fracture
process in cement at various degrees of hydration.
6 The role of water at the micro-scale
Particle size and water play some role in defin-
ing strength of cement and clay, simply by provid-
ing capillary attraction between adjacent particles.
Although simplified—electrostatic forces andother
interactions are neglected for the moment—there
may be some insight in how the strength is built up
by looking simply to particle stacks. Using mono-
sized spheres as particles, two different types of
packing are considered: the regular packing, where
a box is filled by placing the spheres directly on top
of each other, and the densest regular packing for
spheres, the hexagonal close-packing. Both vari-
ants are shown in Fig. 12.
Consider now boxes as drawn in Fig. 12, and fill
them with spheres as indicated. The box with the
regular stack contains fewer spheres than the box
with the hexagonal close-packing (hcp), especially
when partial spheres are allowed, i.e., when in the
case of hcp the box walls intersect with the parti-
cles (see Fig. 12b). The densities of the two types of
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Fig. 11 Main factors in a micromechanical model
for cement shown as interaction between two par-
tially hydrated cement grains. In the grains, several
phases are recognized, namely un-hydrated, cement and
low- and high density CSH (LD-CSH and HD-CSH).
Between all phases interface elements must be in-
cluded, whereas the interaction between the two ce-
ment grains is schematized as an additional interface
element. In order to include temporal effects, dash-pots can
be included
Fig. 12 Regular packing
of mono-sized spheres (a)
and hexagonal
close-packing (b)
packing, regular (rp) and hexagonal close packing
differ markedly. As one would suspect the regular
stack contains far less spheres in the same volume,
and thus
ϕrp = 0.5236  0.7405 = ϕhcp. (7)
The specific surface scales with the number and
size of the spheres. If one decides to keep the size
of the box constant, and decrease the size of each
sphere by a factor 10, the number of spheres in a
box increases by a factor 1,000. The total sphere
volume remains constant, but the total area of all
spheres increases by a factor 10.
Typical interactions between particles of small
and large size depend on the size of the particles.
One can distinguish, at very small scales, hydro-
gen bonds, primary chemical bonds, double layer
forces and Van der Waals/London attraction. At
somewhat larger scale the capillary forces caused
by water layers in the material play a role. These
attraction forces depend on the particle size and
the amount of water present. The sum of all these
interactions is a potential that describes the force–
distance relation between two neighbouring par-
ticles. Depending on the relative importance of
these contributions, the potential will take a cer-
tain shape, for example as sketched in Fig. 13a. For
the sake of the example, it is assumed that only
capillary forces make up the potential. Decreasing
the particle size, while maintaining the total water
volume in the porous packing of spheres constant,
will lead to an effective decrease of the water lay-
ers attached to the spheres. The radii of all menisci
will decrease, and with that the interaction force
pd, which is described by the Laplace equation
pd = −2γr , (8)
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Fig. 13 (a) Interaction potential between two (spherical)
particles. At the smallest scale this resembles atomic poten-
tials; at larger scales other interaction forces contribute. The
challenge is to unravel the contributing factors for interac-
tions between cement particles. Capillary forces caused by
water menisci are one of the contributing factors. (b) shows
an example of a water meniscus between two adjacent sand
grains observed in ESEM. The attraction forces between
neighbouring particles depend on the radius of the parti-
cles, the amount of water, and the relative vapour pressure,
which all affect the menisci radii (c)
will increase (see Fig. 13c). In Eq. (8) γ is the sur-
face energy for the air-water interface. Thus, under
decreasing water content the material (that is, if it
can be regarded as such), will become stronger. In
three-dimensions the water ‘bridge’ between two
adjacent particles must be considered, and contri-
butions to the tensile strength of the water layer
between two spherical particles has two contribu-
tions, one from the internal pressure, and a second
from the surface tension along the water–air con-
tact:
F = πr20pd + 2πr0γ (9)
where pd is given by Eq. (8) with r = r0 + r1,
which are the radius of the smallest cross-section
of the water column between the two particles and
the radius of the meniscus respectively. Now, this
is nothing new, for example the mechanism was
included in adiscrete elementmodel byMuguruma
et al. (2000), but the import point to consider is that
the geometry of the material plays an important
role in deciding its strength.
Of course the example is valid only when all par-
ticles have the same size, when all water layers are
of identical thickness and when the menisci radii
are equal as well. In the heterogeneous material
structure of cement and concrete (and clay) the
distribution of water is not homogeneous. Water
will fill small pores first, whereas at a given rel-
ative humidity large pores will only be saturated
partially. Therefore, the equilibrium is quite easily
disturbed, which can for example clearly be seen
in the case of drying shrinkage. When water evap-
orates from a system where particles do not have
equal size, and thus the pore-size distribution is not
homogeneous either, the water absorption at the
pore walls must be considered in relation to the















where p/p0 is the relative vapour pressure, γ is the
specific surface energy (= 0.072 J/m2 for water),Vm
is the molar volume of the fluid (18.10−6 m3/mol),
and r is the pore radius, the relative vapour pres-
sure increases with decreasing pore radius, forc-
ing small pores to fill up already at relatively low
external relative humidity. Thus, the above argu-
ment of decreasing radius of the water menisci
might be nullified due to water vapour exchange
with the environment. In a disordered material,
coming back to the argument to be made, the
places where small particles meet create smaller
pores, and thus these might fill up with water quite
easily. It will be obvious that at some places in
the material the attraction is larger than at other
spots, consequently leading to relative movement
of particleswith respect to each other. Thesemove-
ments are constantly updated as the water moves
in the particle system, but ultimately, attractive
regions will develop, and the result is obviously
the creation of ‘canyons’ devoid of water when
the distance increases and the attractive role of
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Fig. 14 Relativemotion of small particles bonded by capil-
lary forces only in a disordered material will ultimately lead
to shrinkage ‘crack’ patterns like those depicted here. The
attraction starts from kernels where bonding through wa-
ter films is strongest (depicted by larger arrows) and causes
larger particle distances and lower water bridging forces at
locations farther away from the attraction kernel. At suffi-
ciently large particle separation the water bridge breaks
causing a large gap that is interpreted as a ‘shrinkage crack’.
(a) shows a shrinkage crack pattern observed in plain hard-
ened Portland cement with typical cell size of 55–90mm.
The cluster formation in (b) is a schematized view of the
drying top surface. (c) shows a vertical cut, where often hor-
izontal crack branches are observed in experiments. Addi-
tional drying through the cracks and capillary suction are
believed to contribute significantly to this ‘crack’-branch-
ing. Note that moisture escapes through the top-surface in
(c); deeper inside the structure the water content is more
uniformly distributed, and the water-particle system will be
in equilibrium. As a consequence deep inside the structure
movement of particles towards certain attraction kernels
will not occur
water diminishes. Capillary suction may eventu-
ally play a role as well (Wittmann 1978). The for-
mation of shrinkage ‘cracks’ arranged in regular
cells, as sketched in Fig. 14 is ultimately caused
by the above mentioned mechanism. The role of
shrinkage is important in cement-based systems:
see for example the effect on fracture strength scal-
ing in tension discussed in Sect. 4 (see Fig. 7). In
statistical physics several models were proposed
for describing shrinkage cracking, see for example
Meakin (1991) andLeung andNéda (2000). In such
models mostly spring-block systems are analyzed,
and no relation exists with the amount of water in
the material. A more realistic model should, how-
ever, contain this coupling: a moisture flow analy-
sis is needed to estimate the size of water ‘bridges’
between adjacent particles, and thus themagnitude
of the particle binding forces.
Note that small grains lead to more contacts
(scaling of the number of contacts is the same as
scaling the number of particles in a fixed volume,
thus when the number of particles increase by a
factor 103 due to a size decrease by a factor 10,
the number of contacts increases by a factor 103
as well), but this not necessarily means that the
material will become stronger. The dynamic equi-
librium with the environmental humidity must be
considered. Note that when the shape of the parti-
cles changes, for example, take the shape of M&M
candies, the number of contacts increases substan-
tially (Donev et al. 2004), but again, one has to
investigate what happens to thewater phase. Simu-
lations including realistic grain sizes and grain con-
tacts, like in the NIST Model (Bentz et al. 1994),
are considered essential to derive valid behaviour-
al laws.
Cement-based materials have an incredible
complicated pore-structure, and only recently at-
tempts have been undertaken to map the micro-
structure using advanced tomography equipment,
for example the Swiss Light Source near Villi-
gen (e.g., Stampanoni 2002), and other facilities,
see for example Bentz (2000), Pignat et al. (2005)
and Trtik et al. (2005a, b). The problem in these
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Fig. 15 Force-deformation diagrams from uniaxial tension
tests between freely rotating loading platens on dog-bone
shaped specimens of varying size in a scale range of 1:32,
after Van Vliet and Van Mier (2000); see also Fig. 7a,b
for the definition of the size parameter D. The smallest
specimens, type ‘A’, have a length of 75mm, which is dou-
bled for each subsequent specimen type, up to 2,400mm for
type ‘F’. Note that the force scale in (a) differs by a factor 5
from that in (b)
measurements is that the resolution is not sufficient
and pores smaller than 1 μm are missed, which is
exactly where matters become highly interesting.
Tomography methods are preferred above
conventionalmercury intrusionporosimetry,which
potentially damages the material too much; see
also Diamond (2000). A known deficiency of mer-
cury intrusion porosimetry is the ‘ink bottle effect’,
which leads to overestimating the volume taken
by the smallest pores. Conventional SEM where
samples are observed in vacuum has a number
of similar objections, but ESEM is an improve-
ment already (Ye 2003), although of course only
two-dimensional information is obtained in that
way. Tomography using Focused Ion Beam mill-
ing has high accuracy, but is very time-consuming,
and samples are machined in vacuum as well, see
for example Holzer et al. (2004). The measure-
ments do not have the required resolution yet, but
improvements in tomography techniques in the
coming years might overcome the current prob-
lems.On the other hand, the numerical simulations
are rather demanding too, and only small volumes
of material over short intervals can be analyzed.
In conclusion, the interactions at themicro-scale
between cement grains are numerous, and
the relative importance of the various forces, plus
the relative stiffness differences, combinedwith the
complex role of water, will definewhat the strength
of thematerial will be.We are at the brink of a new
and exciting research area, where possibly clues
can be found for optimizing the grain structure in
order to achieve the highest possible strength of
cement, if possible in combination with the highest
feasible ductility. Regarding model development,
the question must be posed how a possible model
could look like, considering the current limitations
in computation and experimentation. This will be
the topic of the next section.
7 Micromechanics at different size/scale levels
or stacked continua
Stress-deformation diagrams obtained on speci-
mens of varying size subjected to uniaxial tension
show distinct softening behaviour. Not only the
tensile strength varieswith size/scale, but also there
are marked differences in the post-peak diagram.
Carpinteri and Ferro (1994) measured the tensile
stress-deformation behaviour for a size range of
1:8, and more recently Van Vliet and Van Mier
(2000) obtained stable diagrams for a size range
of 1:32. The diagrams look different depending on
the deformation that is plotted along the x-axis. If
the measurement length is scaled with the speci-
men size, the diagrams of Fig. 15 are obtained. For
clarity results have been plotted in two diagrams:
one showing the three smallest sizes, the other the
three largest sizes. The gradual decreasing slope
of the softening diagram is perhaps the most sig-
nificant difference: for the largest sizes snap-back
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behaviour was observed, at least in this represen-
tation. It is important to understand that the tests
were kept stable by means of an active control, in
which the regulation of the servo-valve was done
on basis of the displacement transducer that
showed the largest absolute deformation. The
switching between the various displacement trans-
ducers was fast enough to achieve stable softening
response.
7.1 Brittleness
Ignoring for the moment all kinds of structural
effects that affect the shape of the softening curve,
the diagrams could be interpreted as follows. The
elastic energy release is increasing with the volume
of the specimens, and since the fracture energy
increases with the fracture surface only, effectively
the balance is disturbed and fracturing will
become increasingly un-stable. Brittleness num-
bers suggested in the past by several researchers,
see for example Carpinteri (1985)
SE = Gffth (11)
whereGf =
∫ wc
0 σ(w)dw, the area under the stress-
crack opening diagram of the material considered,
ft is the maximum tensile strength, and h is the
height of the considered structure, attempt to de-
scribe the relative brittleness in a simple and
straightforward manner. When the value of SE de-
creases, the behaviour of the structure is extremely
brittle and may ultimately show snap-back behav-
iour, whereas as SE increases, the response changes
tomore ductile. For the concrete used in the exper-
iments of Fig. 15 the fracture energy and the ten-
sile strength should be the same irrespective of
the specimen size, at least, if these parameters can
be considered as true material properties. This is
clearly not the case, see Van Vliet (2000).
Brittleness and toughnesswere also discussedby
Elfgren (1989), and he suggested writing the brit-
tleness number in the following simple manner:
B = elastic · energy








which includes the Young’s modulus of the
material as well. These approaches are interesting
in the sense that they try to combine structural and
material aspects of fracture, albeit, without con-
sideration of the true fracture process. In Sects. 3
and 4, it was shown that for concrete the rough
heterogeneous material structure decides how the
material will fracture. It can easily be shown that
the fracture energy of two materials may be the
same, but their brittleness, interpreted now as the
slope of the post-peak softening curve (determined
in experiments on specimens of identical size and
shape) may be quite different. So, ultimately, there
is a need to connect the macroscopic fracture
parameters to processes acting at lower levels of
observation. For materials like hardened Portland
cement, specimens of dimension 100mm show
quite brittle behaviour, and the onlyway to achieve
stable softening is by allowing the crack to arrest it-
self in a bendingmoment that develops when load-
ing is applied between non-rotating loading plat-
ens, see VanMier (1991a). Without this precaution
it is not possible to achieve stable softening for
cement, also not in compression, e.g., Spooner et
al. (1976). At smaller scales, fracture in cement
might be quasi-brittle, like concrete. Although no
stable crack growth was achieved in tensile tests
on cement using samples that were a factor 1,000
smaller, i.e., cylinders of diameter 130μm, the test
results showed theappearanceof crack facebridges,
apparently formed in the same way as observed
earlier at large scale in concrete (i.e., compare Figs.
4 and 9). This would imply that bridging appears in
hardened cement paste at a sufficiently small scale,
and basically that some form of softening is pres-
ent at those small scales. Undoubtedly, all struc-
tural constraints and size/scale effects apply at the
meso/micrometer scale, similar to thosementioned
before. Considering then the small thickness of
cement-paste ribbons between aggregates in con-
crete at the meso-scale, this result would indicate
that some softening relation would have to be used
in micromechanical analyses of concrete (Fig. 1b
(meso) shows how close aggregate particles ap-
proach one another, although one should be care-
ful drawing such conclusions on the basis of 2D
images like presented in this figure).
The brittleness number proposed by Elfgren
(Eq.(12)) is interesting since it includes the size of
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the structure. Equation (12) states that large struc-
tures behave more brittle than small ones made
of the same material. Experiments show that the
fracture energyGf , as well as the tensile strength ft
are size dependent parameters, and as such cannot
be designated as true properties of the material.






which includes the size dependency of the mate-
rial properties: both ft andGf are functions of size,
or alternatively, a reference size must always be
defined. ForGf , this may be relatively simple, since
its value approaches an asymptote as the size of the
structure increases. For the strength ft the situation
appears to be more complicated, although in some
size effectmodels an asymptotic valueof the tensile
strength for very large sizes is assumed. The solu-
tion might be found in replacing the softening dia-
gram, i.e., stress–displacement (or crack-opening)
relation, by a force–displacement relation, which
could possibly better handle the structure (con-
struction) dependency of the softening parameters.
For a force–displacement relation, the brittleness





whereWf (L) is the size-dependentworkof fracture
(i.e., the area under the post-peak force–
displacement relation at any size scale) and k is
the initial stiffness of the spring that represents the
fracture potential. More about that is to follow.
In Fig. 15, the stress-deformation diagrams are
shown with scaled deformations. This means that
the measurement base for each specimen size was
chosen proportional to the length of the speci-
men. As mentioned, for controlling these tests,
an advanced electronic system was used, that al-
lowed to switch from one displacement to another,
measured on a much shorter measurement base
of 75mm, which was the same for all specimen
sizes (Van Mier and Van Vliet 2003). The snap-
back behaviour observed for the largest specimen
sizes (‘type F’ in Fig. 15b) does not occur when
the deformations are measured over the control
measurement length. This is a well-known fact,
and reducing the measurement length to the point
where it just contains the localized crack, leads to
increasingly shallower post-peak behaviour. This
again demonstrates that softening is to a large
extent a property of the structure, and not only
of the material.
7.2 Softening stress-crack opening relation
Reading through the literature on concrete frac-
ture reveals a wealth of proposals for the stress-
crack opening relation in tension, ranging from
simple linear, bi-linear or multi-linear to curvi-
linear diagrams, for example a power law. In the
meso-level lattice model presented in Sect. 3 of
this paper, a special form of a linear softening rela-
tion was used, namely the purely brittle mode. As
mentioned, Ince et al. (2003) proposed to use a
softening relation in meso-level lattice models, but
since no measurement results are available at this
scale, the choice for a purely brittle law seems
more appropriate as argued in Van Mier (2004).
An example of a simple softening power law pro-
posed by Foote et al. (1987), based onmacroscopic
uniaxial tension tests on plain concrete and con-








, n > 0, (15)
where n is an exponent that describes the relative
ductility of the material, σ(x)/ft the dimensionless
softening (or cohesive) stress, andw(x) denotes the
crack opening displacement. Note that Eq. (15)
considers the material separated from its struc-
tural environment. The specimen/structure size af-
fects the softening diagram (see Fig. 15), inclusive
the tensile strength ft. This size effect is not de-
scribed by Eq (15); a size dependent exponent
n would be needed. For large n the material is
extremely brittle, for small n, the response be-
comes plastic. The model, like all the others, is
phenomenological in nature, since the parameters
n, wf and ft are all described independent from
the structure of the material. The fracture pro-
cess, which has been carefully unraveled in the
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preceding sections of this paper, is simply consid-
ered as a single energy dissipating mechanism, and
the only condition for crack nucleation is exceed-
ing the material’s tensile strength; and for crack
propagation, the fulfillment of the phenomeno-
logical softening law, which is basically an energy
criterion. In applying these approaches, it is not
important whether a microcrack zone propagates
in advance of a stress-free crack, or whether wake-
bridging leads to the softening response, or even,
whether energy dissipation is caused by the growth
of a straight crack or an undulating (fractal) crack
or a crack involving large frictional energy dissipa-
tion.
7.3 Atomic potentials
How should quasi-brittle (or cohesive) fracture
models be improved? The answer may be found
in a size-dependent description of the softening
law augmented with the pre-peak behaviour. The
fracture relation can be considered as a potential
describing the cohesion between two neighbour-
ing material elements, from the fully intact state
to the fully ruptured material. For tension and
compression the potential takes a different shape
as the underlying physical mechanisms are differ-
ent. Continuity in the description from the atomic
to the macroscopic size/scale exists, in the sense
that all diagrams look similar, and comprise of a
rising branch from the equilibrium state, a maxi-
mum stress (or energy), and subsequently a falling
branch or softening branch. This is the case for
the atomic potential, but also for softening rela-
tions at any size-scale. In spite of that similarity
the processes underlying the various diagrams are
quite different, or are they? There are at least some
marked differences. In general softening diagrams
are all (partly) based on continuum ideas of stress
and strain (see for example the underlying original
experimental results by Evans and Marathe 1968).
The new issue of theHillerborg model was that the
notion of strain was dropped in favour of displace-
ment (or crack-opening) as state variable. At the
atomic level potentials usually describe the interac-
tion energy or interaction force between two atoms
based on their mutual distance r. Famous is the
Lennard-Jones potential, which was developed to












where σ and ε are units of length and energy,
respectively.
Bringing the atoms closer together from their
equilibrium point at the separation distance r0
requires a substantial force (or amount of potential
energy). Forcing distances smaller than r0, and pro-
vided that the confinement of the system is strong
enough, the atoms may either break down into
sub-atomic particles, or they may merge to form
a new element. The slope of the Lennart-Jones
and other potentials is very steep when it comes to
bringing atoms close together, indicating the enor-
mous energy required to overcome the repulsive
forces. Many interaction potentials can be found
in literature, see for example Stillinger and Weber
(1985), Bazant and Kaxiras (1996), Bazant et al.
(1997), who all provide potentials for Si–Si inter-
actions, including interactions involving more that
two atoms, which can be applied in molecular
dynamics simulations of the behaviour of solids,
e.g., Holland and Marder (1999). The Stillinger–
Weber model appears to be quite useful, although,
in order to simulate brittle behaviour of a dia-
mond lattice, a coupling term had to be doubled
in order to achieve realistic results (Holland and
Marder 1999). This signifies that a general applica-
ble potential for silicon is non-existent, and one
thus generally finds that semi-empirical potentials
are used. In that the problem is not much different
from defining softening stress-crack opening rela-
tions proposed formodeling cracking at themacro-
level. These σ–w diagrams (for example Eq. (15))
are always empirical relations.
7.4 Multi-scale interaction potentials
Thus, the interesting question to ask is whether
a continuous potential, ranging from atomic to
macroscopic size/scales can be used. The poten-
tial function describes at each intermediate scale
how a two-particle interaction should be handled.
At each size/scale level, there would be different
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Fig. 16 (a) Interaction
between two atoms is




from Visser 1998) and (b)
interaction potential for












underlying mechanisms leading to the respective
potential curve. Multi-scale analysis would have
to lead to the right potential at any higher scale.
Apparently the size/scale effect might be solved in
this way. There are a number of advantages in such
an approach, but also some problems, that will be
clarified in the following paragraphs.
The model to start with is based on interactions
between two spherical particles. Atoms are also
considered as spheres, with a spring indicating the
interaction force, see Fig. 16a. At an equilibrium
distance r0, the atoms do not interact, and the force
is zero. At the atomic scale, the distance at which
atoms are ‘at rest’ is not zero, but has a certain
length r0. At larger size/scales, a distinction ismade
between ‘compressive’ and ‘tensile’ loading, and
the equilibrium point is placed in the origin of the
stress–displacement space.
A possible force–displacement potential that
can be used at different size/scales may be formu-











Again σ is a unit of length (which can vary at
each size/scale), r is the displacement between the
spherical particles (which are atoms at the small-
est considered scale). The force Fu is the size-
dependent parameter in Eq. (17). Figure 17 shows
the potential function F/Fu for n = 6 (similar to
Fig. 17 Interaction potentials in terms of (dimensionless)
force F/Fu and separation r. Depending on the model
parameters repulsive and attractive regimes may change.
The challenge is to determine the physics underlying such
forces-separation relationships at any length scale from
atomistic to macroscopic
the corresponding exponent in the Lennard-Jones
potential) α = −4 and σ = 1. Repulsive and
attractive actions are dependent on the value ofm
with respect to n. When n = m, the obvious result
F/Fu = 0 is obtained.At a certain scale levelL, the
maximum load Fu(L) has a given value. The func-
tion F/Fu(L) takes a certain shape, which is mea-
sured in an experiment conducted at the relevant
size/scale L. This potential can be used directly in
a lattice model (see Sect. 3), but because of its non-
linear form would require an iterative solver. The
form of the lattice is not very important, except
that central force lattices are less suitable for simu-
lating fracture. Instead a beam latticewith a certain
angular stiffness would perform better, and also in
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that case there is no pressing reason to divert from
a normal force potential like, for example, Eq. (17).
It is not the intention here to dwell on the exact
form of an interaction potential, but rather to dis-
cuss philosophical implications of a certain choice.
The Lennart-Jones equivalent serves merely as a
convenient example that can be used in numeri-
cal analyses because it is a continuous function. In
contrast, a hard-sphere potential would include a
discontinuity leading to numerical problems. Note
that the Foote et al. Equation (15) is limited to
describing the post-peak curve, and therefore pro-
vides apartial representationof the fracturebehav-
iour only. In cohesive models the pre-peak curve
is generally simplified to a straight line, defined by
theYoung’smodulus and the tensile strength.Here
it is suggested that a continuous function should
be used in current cohesive models for describ-
ing the complete stress-deformation behaviour at
the macro-scale. Then of course, the division in a
pre-peak stress–strain and a post-peak stress-crack
opening diagram is not possible anymore. The orig-
inal Hillerborg assumption breaks down, and new
approaches must be found.
In the form of Eq. (17) only normal (tensile)
forces are considered. The minimum number of
spherical particles to represent for example a ten-
sile specimen (at any size/scale) is two, as drawn
in Fig. 18. Even when a macroscopic specimen is
modelled in this way, the choice of two elements is
allowed, but then of course the interaction poten-
tial must correspond to the measurement result.
In this trivial case the input potential is exactly
the same as the output potential, but the approach
leads to problems since, for example, the effect
of the rotation of the loaded boundaries of the
tensile specimen (see in Van Mier 1997 for a de-
tailed analysis of these effects) cannot bemodelled
using this minimal model. Structural effects must
bemodelled withmodels containingmore spheres;
for simulating the boundary rotation effects in ten-
sion, a minimum of two spheres over the width is
essential. As an alternative, the two-body interac-
tion should have angular stiffness.
7.5 Implications of using interaction potentials
As mentioned, a convenient environment to use
F−rpotentials is lattice.The sizeof lattice elements
Fig. 18 Micro-mechanical analysis of a material specimen
at a certain length scale L is used for determining the two-
sphere F − r interaction potential at the same size/scale
must resemble the scale of thematerial structure at
the considered observational level. The potential
function must be measured at the same level, and
basically this means that experiments are needed
from the atomic to the macroscopic scale levels.
For fracture simulations, the stability of the lat-
tice during the entire simulation from un-cracked
to complete rupture is essential. Beam lattices are
a simple and straightforward solution, and stabil-
ity is guaranteed throughout the analysis. Another
manner might be to consider three-particle inter-
actions or higher, rather than two-particle interac-
tion potentials, e.g., Stillinger and Weber (1985).
As soon as more than two particles are used to
represent the material, structural (construction)
effects come into play. This basically means that
behaviour found for a certain three-particle con-
figuration cannot be directly transferred to other
assemblages with, for instance, different angles
between the threeparticles, different particle diam-
eters, and/or different loading direction(s). It can
also be the case that the particles have internal
structure. Basically this is already the case at the
atomic scale, and certainly also at larger scales.
The representation of fundamental material
behaviour through an interaction potential as dis-
cussed above presumes that the particles at any
size-scale cannot be divided, i.e., cannot be sepa-
rated into smaller particles. This is an important
restriction that has large implications for materi-
als where the particles can actually break down in
smaller parts. In practice this is possible, as was
observed in the cement experiment of Fig. 9. In
that example, the un-hydrated cement grains frac-
ture, and can, as such, not take the functionof apar-
ticle in the interaction potential. A better choice in
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that casewould be to go one size/scale down, i.e., to
the level of the constituting cement clinker grains
that can be seen, for instance, in Fig. 8 (i.e., the
small grained internal structure of the whitish/light
gray un-hydrated cement grains). Another option
might be to include the particle rupture in the po-
tential, which is acceptable as long as the break-up
mechanism of the cement grains is considered in
the construction of the potential function.
The two-particle interaction potential is to be
considered as the most fundamental property of
the material at a given scale. Structural effects
cannot be simulatedbymeansof two-particle inter-
actions only, at least not in a central force lattice.
Multi-particle interactions are essential for struc-
tural (construction) analysis, but they involvemuch
more. For example frictional effects cannot be ig-
nored, as depicted in Fig. 16b.4 Two spherical par-
ticles are in contact through a single point only,
and it is difficult to envision friction. However, a
type of rolling friction may occur, at least if the
boundary conditions of the spheres allow for roll-
ing. This mechanism was included in a discrete ele-
ment model by Iwashita and Oda (2000), and was
found to have a significant effect on void formation
in shear bands in loose granular media, as well as
on the geometry of the shear-band at a larger scale.
Thus, for friction the environment plays a signifi-
cant role: rolling/sliding may occur in assemblages
of spheres and global friction may be caused by
jamming. This would suggest that friction is much
more a global structural property, and not a mate-
rial property, as would be favoured from a contin-
uum mechanics point of view.
The idea of interaction potentials can be ex-
tended to compressive failure. A direct view of
how this idea might work is given in Fig. 19. In
contrast to sandstone, concrete contains particles
of varying size (and often also, shape, but here
we assume that all particles are spherical). Figure
19a shows the structure of sandstone, containing
more-or-less equally sized sand grains bound to-
4 The reader is reminded that quasi-static loading is
considered here only. As soon as temporal effects become
important, the interaction potential should be augmented
to include said effects. In principle there are no constraints
in doing this; the particle representation is quite suitable in
this respect since it is relatively easy to model dynamics but
also creep as an interface phenomenon.
gether with, for example, clay or CaCO3 (in Felser
and Bentheimer sandstone, respectively). Under
compressive load, the particle skeleton will trans-
fer loads as sketched in Fig. 19b; contact between
the particles is essential, and the behaviour of thin
layers of clay in Felser sandstone will determine
to a large extent how the interaction potential
will look like. In the case of concrete a similar
situation occurs, although there are some differ-
ences.Most important, particles havewidely differ-
ing diameters as shown in Fig. 19c; after hydration
of cement a situation emerges as drawn in Fig. 19d.
The larger gravel grains are separated by zones of
hydrated cement. The hydrated cement tends to
have a larger porosity near the aggregates walls (in
the ITZ, see also Sect. 2) and a smaller porosity
at larger distances (in the so-called matrix, which
also contains small sand grains). The behaviour of
the cement layer between two grains of the particle
skeleton in concrete will determine its compress-
ibility; porosity decides the degree of compaction
as was discussed by Bongers (1998). Detailed anal-
ysis of the cement layer behaviour in compression
gives the correct interaction potential needed for
computing the behaviour of the model in Fig. 19c.
The big question is whether the proposed multi-
scale model can be successful or not. Ab-initio
molecular dynamics is extremely time-consuming,
and in the end the response of very small conglom-
erates of atoms can be calculated only using the
largest available computers. It will be obvious that
ab-initio analyses include all the structural con-
ditions of the atoms directly, which remains rather
problematic in any hierarchical (multi-scale)
approach. In elasticity those problems can be over-
come, but for fracture they appear un-solvable, un-
less as proposed in this Section force–displacement
(F-r) potentials are used at all structural size/scale
levels. The shape of the used potential is an is-
sue, and there is a critical need for the right type
of experiment to reveal these basic relations at
various size/scale levels. At the macroscopic level
the particles are not a reality, but rather a con-
venient representation of the material that allows
for developing a multi-scale model. Lower scale
processes are included in the interaction poten-
tial (next to mechanical, thermal and moisture re-
lated effects can be included conveniently as well),
but in contradiction to the popular cohesive stress-
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Fig. 19 Microstructure of sandstone; more-or-less equally
sized sand grains are bound together by thin layers of clay
or CaCO3 (a); behaviour of a grain skeleton under exter-
nal compression (b); particle structure of concrete contains
many small cement and sand grains (c) that, after hydration,
form a more-or-less continuous, but highly porous matrix
between the larger gravel particles (d). The (compressive)
interaction potential in the case of sandstone (a) would look
different as the one for concrete (d) and depends on the lo-
cal compatibility of the material between the grains. Water
will play an important role in the case of Felser sandstone
(clay binder!) porosity is very important in the case of con-
crete
crack-opening relation, one should resort to a
force–displacement relation.Note thatmacroscopic
models exist where the structure is represented by
assemblages of spheres, e.g., Beranek and Hobbel-
man (1994). Their model is largely based on sim-
ilarities with the lattice model presented in Sect.
3. Quite some work is needed to determine the
correct interaction (F − r) potential, which in the
work of Beranek and Hobbelman was assumed
elastic-purely brittle like in the said lattice model.
The multi-scale interaction potential in terms of
force and displacement is an attempt to overcome
difficulties imposed by the cohesive crack mod-
els where the growth aspect of macrocracking is
missed, i.e., where structural influences are
neglected ab initio.
8 Conclusion
The fracture behaviour of cement and concrete
is complex owing to their heterogeneous material
structure. As a result these materials show hard-
ening, softening and localization of deformations
undermany—if not all—loading conditions such as
uniaxial tension, uniaxial and multiaxial compres-
sion and extension. Only under very high
confinement the material seems to behave truly
plastic. Historically the fracture behaviour of these
materials has always been treated in terms of con-
tinuum state variables stress and strain. In view
of the localization of deformations in the direc-
tion of (external) loading, as well as the decreasing
(intact) cross-sectional area during the softening
regime, the use of both stress and strain as state
variable appears to be rather debatable. In this
paper the discussion is narrowed down to tensile
loading. In practice it is not possible to determine
size-independent softening parameters. The ten-
sile strength, the shape of the softening curve, and
the fracture energy, all depend to a lesser or larger
degree on the structural environment of the experi-
ment. Themain obstacle seems the notion of stress,
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as the last remnant of application of continuum
theory in problems of localized fracture. Contin-
uum theory is per definition based on averaging,
and in fracture problems, in particular in the type
of heterogeneous materials like cement and con-
crete (but also in related materials such as many
types of rocks, ceramics, ice, clay and sand), the
local loads and displacements between adjacent
particles ultimately determine the onset and prop-
agation of fracture. The geometry of the material
structure plays an important role in all this, imply-
ing that a model must have strong footing in geom-
etry.
In the paper, a simplified view is developed of
the fracture behaviour of a material inside a struc-
ture. Microcracks caused by stress-concentrations
in the heterogeneousmaterial structure distinguish
from macrocracks in the sense that they can be
arrested by micro-structural elements inside the
material structure, such as particles, fibre, pores,
etc. Macrocracks are fatal cracks that can only be
arrested or delayed by more rigorous structural
measures that involve structural elements at much
larger scale, or by changing the boundary and/or
loading conditions (confinement). The growth of
the macrocracks is to a large extent a structural
phenomenon dictated mainly by loading condi-
tions, specimengeometry andboundary conditions.
As soon as macrocracking starts there is not much
the material can do other than withstanding or
delaying crack growth through bridging. In gen-
eral in concrete and rock the effects on global soft-
ening are rather limited, except maybe for fibre
reinforced concrete.
The main conclusion drawn in this paper is that
the intertwinement of structural and material as-
pects should be eliminated for a fracture model
to be successful. This is possible only when the
material is thought to be constructed of elemen-
tary elements like spheres.An interactionpotential
describes the mechanical interaction between two
spheres in contact. Two spheres is the bare mini-
mum, and this configuration should be defined as
the fundamental assembly for the determination
of the interaction potential in terms of force and
separation at the contact point. Given this prin-
ciple, it would be logical to descend all the way
down to the atomic level, but inherent problems in
computation limit the size and time-span of anal-
yses from that scale up tremendously. The solu-
tionmust likely be found in a multi-scale potential,
which describes the sphere interaction at various
length scales.
Many issues have been raised in this paper, hav-
ing in mind that fracture is quite similar under a
large variety of loading conditions.Herepoint-wise
some observations are given summarizing some of
the most important issues.
(1) Hardening, softening and localizationof defor-
mations are salient characteristics of fracture
of cement and concrete and related brittle dis-
ordered materials.
(2) The main influence of the material structure
on the mechanical and fracture behaviour is in
the hardening and bridging regimes.
(3) Under uniaxial tension hardening is usually
neglected, or assumed not to exist. Yet, numer-
ical simulations indicate that the specific build-
up of the material may lead to a shorter or
longer hardening regime. Significant harden-
ing can be achieved in cementitious compos-
ites under tensile loading when fibres are
added to arrest and bridge microcracks in very
early stages of their growth.
(4) The hardening regime ultimately defines the
strength of a material, and as such also scaling
of strength and fracture energy. Cement and
concrete show strong size/scale dependency,
and basically none of the most common mate-
rial parameters used in cohesive crack models,
such as tensile strength and fracture energy,
are scale-independent. These parameters can
therefore not be considered as true material
properties.
(5) Primitive models, like for example lattice, can
be quite helpful in understanding details of
the fracture process in disordered materials
like cement and concrete. The essential out-
come of such models is the fracture mecha-
nism, which can be compared more easily to
experimental results than stresses, which can-
not be measured directly.
Since all parameters in cohesive crack models are
size/scale dependant, improvement of these mod-
els in this respect is needed, in particular when
prediction of failure of cement, concrete and other
brittle disordered materials and structures in
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hitherto not experimentally explored situations is
asked for. An alternative might be to model the
material based on multi-scale force-separation
potentials (F − r) that describe the interaction be-
tween two neighbouring material elements. The
potentials can be easily included in statistical frac-
ture models like lattice, which can be applied at
any size/scale.
9 New questions
The fracture behaviour of cement and concrete and
brittle disordered materials in general is extremely
complex. Many factors contribute, not only the
heterogeneity of the material structure, but mois-
ture and temperature distributions (during hydra-
tion) cause a constantly changing micro-structure,
whereas temporal effects may lead to significant
different response. In this paper the emphasis is
on quasi-static loading, and the main interest is in
understanding fracture and finding ways to model
the observed behaviour. Many questions remain,
such as:
(i) The actual strength distribution inside a dis-
ordered material is key-factor in developing
a sound micromechanics-based model. For
example in a 3-phase material strength and
stiffness of the three-phases must be estab-
lished. In particle models interaction poten-
tials are required.
(ii) Crack detection techniques should be devel-
oped to show, possibly in three-dimensions,
how (stable) microcracks nucleate and grow.
An important aspect is to learn how those
cracks are delayed and/or arrested in the
material structure. This may give clues for
modifying the material in order to achieve
significant hardening response.
(iii) The material structure has smaller (in case of
aggregate bridging) or larger (in case of fibre
bridging) influence on the bridging stress.
Understanding bridging is essential, especially
when the goal is to improve the ductility of
cement-based materials (both in tension and
compression). For example, it has been found
that when matrix material is reinforced with
short fibres, the pull-out of long fibres from
such a matrix can be significantly improved
(see Markovic et al. 2003b).
(iv) The physical understanding of fracture scal-
ing must be improved. It does not suffice
to develop phenomenological models since
extrapolation to un-explored size/scales is
simply not possible. Understanding pre-criti-
cal cracking is a key-factor in understanding
fracture scaling of strength.
(v) Interfaces between aggregate and cement
play a key role in the fracture process of con-
crete; at smaller scales this may also be true
for cement (see Figs. 10, 11). The popular way
of modeling interfaces is by assuming a shell
of interface material between aggregates and
matrix. Close observation of material struc-
tures reveals that the ITZ cannot be regarded
as an isotropic material with uniformly dis-
tributed porosity. The real image is far more
complicated, which will certainly have an ef-
fect on micromechanical modeling.
(vi) Fracture mechanics of (partially) hydrated
cement is considered as a challenging new
area that deserves more attention, not in the
least place because of the tremendous diffi-
culties encountered in testing at such small
scales. There are many parameters affecting
the fracture behaviour of cement and better
knowledge of the scaling behaviour of frac-
ture of thin cement ribbons between adja-
cent aggregates in a concretemicro-structure,
is essential for developing realistic microme-
chanical models for fracture. First insight in
these matters suggests that softening may oc-
cur in cement if thedimensionof the structure
is sufficiently small.
(vii) Modelling cement and concrete and other
disordered materials by means of force-sepa-
ration interaction potentials (F − r) at
various size/scale levels leads to many new
questions, above all, whether this type of
modeling is useful for circumventing
computational problems that are met in ab-
initio atomistic simulations. Size/scale depen-
dency in a multi-scale interaction potential
(F − r) model appears through the scaling of
the ultimate contact force Fu in the potential;
structural effects are included by considering
multiple-particle systems (N > 2), where the
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case N = 2, the two-particle interaction is
considered as the most fundamental interac-
tion representing material behaviour.
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